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Crisis In Mexican Situation Has Apparently Passed.
TROUBLE WITH MEXICO
NOW APPEARS SETTLED
General Carranza the de Facto President has Tamed
Down and There Will Be No Hostilities for the
Present Unless Another Clash Should Occur.
Washington, July 5. Early
resumption of friendly diplomatic relations with the de facto
government of Mexico to the
end that peace and order may
be restored in northern Mexico
and along the border, is expect
ed here to be the next step of
the United States in its relati his
with its southern neighbor. The
crisis precipitated by Villa's raid
on Columbus, N. M , and culminating in the fight at Carrizal,
Mexico, between American and
Mexican troops, appeared tonight to have been dissipated by
an amicable note from General
Carranza, presented during the
day by his ambassador designate
The
here, ElUeo Arredondo.
note proposes that the differences between the governments
be settled by mediation or by
It is redirect negotiations.
markable for its brevity, its restrained and friendly tone, and
for the absolute lack of any of
which
the strong language;
characterized the lust two communications from the de facto
government.
It treats as a
closed incident ihe exchange
of unfriendly communications
which brought war almost within Mght.

The
Washington, July (.
de facto government
was informally notified that the
United States welcomed
proposal to adjust all
differences between the two
governments by direct diploSecretary
matic negotiations.
Lansing informed the Mexican
Ambassador Designate Arredondo of the United States' attitude.
He later communicated the information to Mexico City,
Lansing virtually completed
the draft of the communica.ion
officially notifying Carranza that
this government was desirous of
settling the controversy and aiding in establishing peace and
order in Mexico. With the immediate purpose of the negotiations will be the evolving of a
plan tranquilizing the border
regions, the discussions may assume a wider scope.
Mexican

Car-ranza'-

s

President E. P. Ripley, of the
the Atchison, Topeka & Santa
Fe railway system, announces
that the company has decided
upon a plan of death benefits or
the beneficiaries of all employes
in the service two or more years.
Beginning July 1, the company
will pay to the beneficiary of
every employe dying in its service a Bum equal to five per cent
of his last twelve month's salary
multiplied by the numoer of
years of continuous service,
with a minimum payment of
$250, and a maximun payment
of one year's salary, not exceeding $3,000. It is stated that the
plan will be tried for two years,
but the hope is expressed that
conditions may enable the company to continue it.
Claud Miller, the automobile
dealer, is spending a few days
in Oklahoma City with his family. Sam Kimberlin is in charge
of the shop during bin absence.

Republicans and
Progressives Join Forces
Re
Santa Fe, July
publican and Progressive organizations in New Mexico have arranged to work in harmony in
support of the national Republican ticket, according to an announcement today by Charles A.
Spiess and Miguel A. Otero,
Republican and Progressive
national committeemen, respect
ively. The committeemen held
a conference here today.
l.-- The

4th at Texico

Trip to Hollene

Judge Dissolves Injunction

In company with Mr. and Mrs.
Uell Houk and W. M. Ogg, the
News man made a trip to Mr.
Ogg's farm north of Hollene
Sunday. We also visited the
breaks and took a short jaunt
over on the Texas side of the
line. The section north of Hollene hqs been favored with more
rain than other parts of the
county and the crop prospects
are particularly good at this
writing. The wheat especially
which is now being cut and
thrashed is a large yield and
better quality than we had supThe people of that see
posed.
tion appear prosperous and are
developing their places in good
shape. One thing that interest
ed us more particularly was tne
class of stock which have been
bred up and much improved in
recent years. The school houses
are well furnished and the
premesis kept clean and inviting. Hollene is in the center of
one or tne Dest stocK rarming
sections of the county and the
land there has trebled in value
in the past two years. This fine
section of the country is in the
Clovis trade territory and but
few of the people trade else
where. Mr. Ogg has a fine tract
of 3.0 acres of which a considerate portion is planted in wheat.
The most of the wheat raised ir,
the Hollene country this year
will make from fifteen to twenty
live bushels to the acre. During
last year and the year previous
it made from twenty to forty
We do not believe l hat
bushels.
there is a section of country in
the state of New Mexico where
the people are as prosperous and
contented as in the Hollene dis
trict.

The Melrose disincorporation
case came up for a hearing be
fore Judge G. A. Richardson
Wednesday and the temporary
injunction restraining the town
authorities from enforcing ordi
nances was dissolved. In this
action it was sought to declare
the incorporation illegal and an
effort was made by citizens to
disincorporate.
Others were
contending equally strong to
maintain the present city government. A large array of witnesses for both sides were here
Wednesday and after hearing all
the evidence, the court decided
that the incorporation was legal
the temporary inand
junction which had been granted
restraining the city authorities
from enforcing certain ordinances.

Clovis was almost entirely depopulated on the 4th of July the
majority of our people going to
Texico-Fawell where a big celebration was held. A few went
to Havener, but the majority to
Texico. Horse races, a barbecue
and Held sports were the chief
Ihe crowd
attractions there.
estimated at three thousand was
more than they were able to accomodate 'and the barbecue supply ran far short of the demand'
Toe eating houses wi re ail over
taxed and it was a difficult matter to get meali. What they
acked on this score, however,
they more than made up in pro
viding wet goods and the "thirst
parlors" were especially well
patronized, ft is said that they
sold $:(50().00 worth of the stuff
that made Milwaukee famous.
Four fights were staged which
Herby Will Leave
provided excitement at least for
II. C. Herby will leave Friday
The last big
the participants.
4th of July celebration held in ot this week for Albuquerque,
where he will become connected
Texico wa9 nine years ago.
with the staff of the Morning
Journal. While the position may
Luikart Having Sale
'
does
W. I. Luikart and Company become a permanent one he
expect
it
that
this
at
not
time
are having a big sale winch
longer
until
after
will
than
last
Thursday
of this week.
started
It is the custom of this big dry the election in November when,
goods and clothing house to put according to his present plans,
on a
sale each year, he will return to Clovis.
just before their buyers go to Mr. Herby has been the local
for
market to purchese their stock correspondent of the Journal unpast
has
ten
and
months
the
of fall and winter clothing. Of
course a big reduction in prices doubtedly been the best news
is necessary to move the goods gatherer the Journal has ever
and Luikart always allows the had here. Frequent comments
prices to drop very materially. have been made by citizens in
For further particulars, we in- various parts of the state about
vite you to see their big solid the live news sent to the Journal
composition circulars which were from Clovis. Knowing what a
printed at the News office last news item is and being able to
week or their page ad appearing write it up in a style that ii
peculiarly his own attracted the
in this week's issue.
attention of the Journal management, resulting in his being
Married
selected for a position on the
Zora Lobban and Miss Mabel
staff of that paper.
Simpson both of this city, were
married Monday evening, July
Went Through Window
3, at the home of Rev. C. H. Car
We have heard of Texico stuff
Brown. Both the bride and the
groom are well and favorably that would make a rabbit spit in
known here and their many a bull dogs face, but we do not
friends join in wishing these know that wa3 the brand that
young people a long and happy would prompt a chauffer to miswedded life. Mr. and Mrs, Lob- take a drug store for a garage.
ban will mike their home on Anyway a Texico car driver sent
Hamlinu ford car through the
South Thornton St.
front window of Hunton's drug
B. W. Kieran of Lubbock, store last Monday breaking the
Texas, was in the city a few large plate glass front.
days this week. He was favorBig rains have fallen at Melably impressed with Clovis and
surrounding country and may rose, Grady and Tucumcari durdecide to invest in Curry county ing the past week. Clovis still
goes on record as being "dry."
farm land.
r

mid-summe-

;

Cement Motor Road
Conductor James F. O'Rouke,
of Tucumcari. is promoting a
motor road from that place to
Clovis, ana I'om what we can
learn from the press reports
about his plans, this new enterprise promises to be next to the
best proposition for the rich
farming districts between the'
two cities, and should have the
fullest support of the people of
the country between the two
poi.r.s.

It is planned to build a line of
ivment tracks forautos and auto
the corporation putting
on a number of Urge trucks for
the handling of any and all kind?
of freight, passengers and mail,
thereby making this proposition
next to a railroad.
If the promotors build this
road, we are for it, and we hope
that every good citizen will lend
his influence and heartiest support to have this road built and
in operation at the earliest
possible moment.
House News.

THOUSANDS OF TROOPS
EN ROUTE TO BORDER
Khaki Clad Boys of the Eastern States Tread the
Streets of Clovis and Fight Sham Battles in
Practice With Imaginary Mexicans.
Troops Rushed to

The streets of Clovis during
the past week have rebounded to

Elephant Butte the martial tread of soldier boys'
Columbus., N. M., July a.
Tr ops of the New Mexico National Guard were ordered ruhed
to the Elephant Butte dam 135
miles northeast ot ColtimbUJ
The dam is the second largest
artifical body of water in the
world and irrigates the valley
for 150 miles south.

Bond Issue Invalid
It has been decided that because of legal technicalities that
the $35,000 bonds for city improvements which were voted at
the last city election cannot be
In the meantime while
sold.
deals were being made to sell
the bonds, the city expended
several thousand dollars in drilling a well and making other im
provements, the city fathers
thinking there would be no ob
stacle in the way of making a
snle. The bond broken, however, discovered the irregularities und blocked the sale. It is
said that the statutes provide
that a bond isue cannot: be voted
by special election and in this
event a vote cannot again be
taken until the next general
election.

feet. Nearly every day several
train loads of national guardsmen from the east have passed
through here enroute to the
Mexican border, and the trains
going through in daylight have
stopped here long enough for
the troops to detrain and exercise.
They were marched
through the streets and in a few
instances, at least, up as far as
the vacant lots just south of the
court house, where they were
put through maneuvers calculated to rest them fio.n the long
rides on the trains that they had
been subjected io.
On the Fourth of July, about
noon, a train bearing companies
A. Li. C. and D 1st infantry
Pennsylvania National Guard,
the hospital corps and regimental officers, arrived here and remained for about two hours.
The troops were marched to the
Harvey House lawn where
Fourth of Juiy exercises were
held under the direction of Col.
Charles 0. Aliuii. The declaration of independence wa9 read
and America anil the Star
Spangled iianner were sung.
After these txei cists were over
the soldiers were marched to
South Main Street, where a
number of lout races were pulled

District Court in Session
Judge Granville A. Richardson ott

catiTi up from Roswell Monday
Clovis people have turned out
for the purpose of holding a n large
numbers to see the

short session of court and to try
suc'n casps in which jury trials
are not demanded. Court Sten
ographer Miss Estes is also in
J, E. Owens has sold his stock attendance.
ranch just west of Elida to
Henry Jones and was in Clovis
The thousands of state militia
this week on his way to Italy, passing through Clovis en route
Texas, his old home where he to the border this week have
Mr. been
will visit his parents.
the subject of considerable
Oens will be back :o Clovis interest to many people who
about July 25th and may engage rushed to the depot at the apHe thinks proach of every train.
in business here.
Eastern New Mexico has a great
future before it and says he is Ed Joiner and family have
gone to Wichita Falls, Texas,
going to make it his luture
Mr. Joiner expects to lowhere
home.
cate and engage in business.
H. L. Langford had his hands He says the town has 18,000 inand arms severly burned last habitants and is a "hummer."
week when cleaning a car with He has leased his house here for
gasoline which ignited through six months to L. M. Irwin.
a circuit caused by a metal
A. C. Pace returned Thursday
handle brush coming in contact
with a charged metal part in the from Willow Oklahoma, where
engine. But. for prompt help he he has been visiting for several
probably
would
have been weeks. He reports the Oklahoma heat as very oppressive
death.'
burned to
is glad to get back home.
and
A. W. Lionel and Buryl Johnson and Temple Odom were atRussell Hardwick is training
tending the eelebration in Vegas to become a league ball pitcher.
this week and spent several days His first lessons in throwing
hunting and fishing on the Pecos curves were t&ken at Texico on
before returning Wednesday. the fourth by using eggs as a
They report that about 10,000 substitute for a ball.
people attended the celebration.
There will be preaching at
A. L. Await, Cash Austin, A. Ideal school house next Sunday
L. Patton and J. R. Denhof are at 11 a. m. and at night. Rev.
attending the Cowboys reunion Howard will preach at the mornin Las Vegas this week. They ing hour and Evangelist J. H.
will also go to the upper Pecos Shepard at the evening hour.
on a fishing trip.
Ben Stanton received a painful
Mrs. Ralph S. Martin and injury to the fore finger of his
daughter, Alice, departed for right hand while working at the
Pennsylvania Tuesday, where Santa Fe shops a few days ago,
they will spend the summer which will necessitate him being
absent from duty for some time.
visiting relatives.

soldier boys pass through, and
many members of the fair sex,
in particular, havejbeen the recipients of souvenirs in the
anupe of samples of hard tack
with the donor's name and address written thereon. Also, in
some instances, if appearances
count for anything, the soldier
boys have carried away from
Clovis souvenirs in the shape of
the hearts of some of our fair
daughters.
We wonder what
romances in the way of love affairs history will record in connection with this troop movement, Yes, we wonder.

Lands Open to Homestead
The land offices of the state
are just finishing a report showing the amount of the public domain yet open to settlement, and
the Tucumcari district leads
with two hundred forty-fou- r
thousand six hundred twenty-twacres yet subject to homestead entry. We have one hundred thirty-fivthousand four
hundred eighty-fou- r
acres of
surveyed land and eleven thousand five hundred
lands yet open in the
county. Curry has eleven hundred forty acres surveyed;
Guadalupe twenty-on- e
acres
thousand ninety-eigh- t
and no unsurveyed land. San
Miguel, four thousand four hundred acres surveyed and five
e
thousand seven hundred
unsurveyed; Union county,
d
thousand four
t
surveyed and
and thirty-sieighteen thousand unsurveyed.
Tucumcari American.
o
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CHAPTER XII.
Glimmerings of the Great Game.
work went forward swiftly
long the new line. By tlio end of the
week Mm new cutting was III full
swing, the long saws singing, the
bucket's' uroaduxes flashing among the
evorlaHtfiig green, (he whole iulaced
muHH of detail working tocotbor.
"What do you think of our chances
bow, John?" asked the owner.
"A 1.
Hain't no reason why we
won't win. TIT Dllllngworlh," aatd
John Dally whimsically, "she's ben
furnlHhln' th' goods ever scute
can
reiueniber."
"True. Hut she was In pretty close
traits for cuhIi. You know she's
worth, standing timber, land, options
and equipment, something like a mil
lion h hundred and
thousand
dollar!, at the pinch price I paid of
tllly cciita a thouaand feet on the
tump.
At anything like her face
value she'd easily double It. And of
course you know she's mortgaged to
bur nock the Eaat Belt and all tbe
uoiiheast atumpage "
ilaily shook bis head. "I'm gettin'
miiiiplntoly mussed up," be said.
"Well, she was. Her mortgages aggregated a half million In three different places. About half of them I
paid. The rest Is hanging fire. Prazor,
who should have been a mighty rich
man. got out with a quarter of a million list. 1 don't understand him."
"Neither do 1, but I'd stake my head
on old man Frazer. Why I've worked
for him ten years! He bought in In
Tim

1

fifty-nin-

eighty-nine.-

"

"Wull, there's a lot of mystery somewhere about, and as soon as I'm at
liberty I Intend unearthing things."
Miss Orilway was working
those days. Her rose leaf cheeks
wore (lushed each noon when she
came from tbe little south room, and
her sen blue eyes were full of an Inner excitement.
"She'll make good," Snndry told
"She's got the dreamor's look, tUo
pride, tho joy, tho mlulity, urrogunt
PKOtiiim. And she's drunk on the atmosphere of the wilderness, the loneliness, the sense of world's end."
Young and of iibiindunt heullh, abun
daut vitality, tilled with tha urge of
auibitloii, abetted by an unusual
Miss Ordway wns Indeed In tbe
way of great things and she knew It.
Also with her clear vision she was beginning to see something elsa that
added to the (tush In her cheeks, something as great as her goal or fume, and
he faced It with ber blgb courage and
confidence.
This was the meaning to her of Walter Handry.
About this time she began to wldou
ber rango of vision, lo see all ovor tbe
wild, green country, It seemed to ber.
and to catch glimmerings of things
that sent her to Handry, so full of vital
lirexclonce that she was as a charged
wire In her eagerness and her delight.
"Mr. Samiry." she said one evening
as they stood together on the foot log
and watched the brown tidewater going dowu toward the distant sea, "I'm
I
begoing to tell you something.
lieve Hampden Is crooked as hades,
and I'm going after him."
"That's funny." said Sandry, "do
you know, I've had the same notion?"
Hbe stretched out her hand.
"Let '8 go after him together. What
4o you say?"
Sandry took the band, an
exquisite thing, and held it In bis own
a moment, warmly, closely "I am
pleased and flattered by your offer,
but I don't Just fancy your knowing
this Hampden man. He's he's coarse
and bad. Miss Ordway."
"But Isn't It worth a little ruik?
What big thing Is ever accomplished
without some risk? And think. Mr.
Randry isn't Hampden trying to ruin
tbe Dllllngworlh company? In other
words, to ruin you?"
There was a tingling, suggestive timbre In ber low voice, a subtle, natter
tng tone that thrilled the young owner
fever-Ifihl-

him-solf- .

"W-e-ll.- "

A
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Into the other valley Is mine. I'm a
ricb man. Miss Ordway, an' i got Just
by
He tapped bis forehead significantly
and smiled.
"Truly I do admire you," lied Poppy
with tho naivete of sixteen. "Brains-bra- ins
s
why, tbey are
of
the battle of success and a man without them Is beaten at tbe beginning "
"Partner." she whispered lo Sandry
as she passed him that nlgbt In tbe
eating room, "I've been working.
Where can we talk a little by our
selves?"
Sandry. looking at ber swiftly, saw
the excitement In ber eyes, and took
Ore Instantly.
"Alone? Why let's see. Are you
afraid to come out to tbe forked stick
by the road?"
In
the darkness Miss Ordway
laughed a little, low ripple of mirth
soft and subtle.
"A tryst!" she said. In that small,
intimate whlttper that suggested
mystery. "Are we out of earshot
hero?"
"Yes," said Sandry, lowering his
voice to hers.
"Do you happen to know where Frazer got all the holdings or the Dllllngworlh? How he got them?"
"Why. no," said 8andry wonderlngly.
"I suppose he bought them, bb uny
company would do."
"Yes So fur so good. You know
that all this land was government land
that there are still claims lying far
back In the mountains open to tiling.
But all this line timber close In all
that has a chance or being got at has
been taken and have you noticed that
all or It, or nearly all, belongs to either one or the other or these two
lumber companies?"
"By George!" said Sandry, "I hadn't
thought or that!"
"And have you noticed that none or
these claims seem to have been taken
In good faith? That none of tho filers
have compiled In spirit with the homestead law? I have scoured these bills
ror seven miles every way except
west and at every filing there Is the
barest hold or tenure a windowless
shack Just enough to nail tbe law by
Nowhere have I seen a
Its letter.
cleared field, nor one sign or tillage.
Mr. Sundry, I believe we have stumbled upon a huge government swindle,
gigantic In its proa case of
portions."
Sandry was aghast. "Why. what do
you mean? Miss Ordway, do you mean
that the companies are crooked?"
"Not so fust. 1 believe Hampden
Is crooked, and that possibly Frazer
was. For tbe latter it Is too late
and not In our scheme to nail blm.
But Hampden we'll bang blgb as Hainan and that before be can filch tbe
Kast Belt with Its store of wealth."
She was leaning very near as she
whispered this, and In tbe burst of
mental light which followed her words
Sandry put his bands on ber shoulders.
"You are positively wonderful!" be
breathed, "the most wonderful woman
In the whole world. How on earth did
you find these things out?"
"Hampden," said Poppy wltb a shrug
of her shoulders under Sundry's bunds;
"he's rurnlshlng data wltb a vengeance."
"But why? For the love or heaven,
why are you doing all this? I can't
Just understand."
With a little, soft motion, charming
In the airy acceptance of Its own daring, the woman of the world put up
her hand and laid It with a caress over
the one on her shoulder.
Her face, tilted upward In the darkness, shone like a flower and he could
JttBt burely see the curving line in ber
lips, dark against Its light.
In the mist and the chill the subtle
perfume, that always seemed to strike
one's senses only after she had passed.

have to make frequent de
mauds on lllack Unit," she said fur
tlier, "for I cannot navigate In your
deluged valleys. I'm a poor mariner."
h!" warned Snndry, "you don't
wunt to speak about this climate that
wny. Why. bnven't you noticed that
tli ii Oregon mint doesn't wet through?"
They laughed together after the
fashion of youth and health, though ut
the lust turn of wonts he felt a vague
linpnainess.
He remembered Slletz'
durk face between her braids and the
tears falling on her cheeks.
"I'oor Utile girl!" he said to him
self. And on Tbursduy of that week
another horse made Its appearance at
bay.
the camp, a wiry,
picked up at Toledo.
"This Is for you, Miss Ordway," he
told tho novelist, "so you may come
and go at will. No one will have blm
when you wish to ride. You can al
ways put your hand on a mount at a
moment's notice,
illuck Bolt Is sn
frequently gone when you might need
him."
Ho it came about that the young
woman from the Kant "went after
Hampden," and the sharp, crude man
of the hills was to be no mutch for
her. By another week she could not
fare forth upon the road to the Slletz,
ride Into Toledo, where she was a
mutter of wonder In her beauty and
her smart clothes, or take the least
canter on the rangy buy but what
Humpden met her by tbe merest
chanco. She wus a revolution to him.
In his crude way he was soon at tbe
point where he would have laid down
bis world for her little linger, and In
his
soul he swelled with
self approval beneath ber notice.
What delicute flattery she employed
only she herself knew. It was sufficient at least, for be unwound to her
his somewhat eventful and picturesque
life with tho simplicity of a child.
They rodo and talked, traversing tbe
lonely ways, piercing the mist, threading trails where Hampden bad to ride
close at her side to keep the wet foliage out of ber face, and she saw the
passion growing in him to the point
of idolatry which Oiled ber soul with
rioting laughter.
"I ll get It I II get It!" she told herself, aud there was no place In the unl
verse so Interesting as this
country, this laud of mysterious operations.
"What are these little, desorted
huts?" she asked him one day wben
they had climbed high on a wooded
ridge and come upon a tiny cabin, win
dowless and roofed with shakes. "I've
seen several of them."
"Homesteader's cabin," he answered
"Ah and Where's the homestead?
For goodness' sake, did any man ever
intend a woman to live here?"
"Well," be said reluctantly, "you see
that Is, no. They don't often come
here to live. This here's a snap."
"Ah yes" there was a note or
vague puzzlement In Poppy's golden
voice "and what is that?"
"Why, a feller comes up an' takes
a claim proves up on It, you know
gets his patent an' then sells out.
Relinquishes his right to the buyer"
"Oh -- mid this Is only a temporary
arrangement."
She waved a hand
around tit the dreary clearing among
"The tnun who
the ItMHnr growth
built this didn't Intend lo stay at the
beginning. And who whs smart enough
enough to buy him off when be got
tired of staying, I wonder?"
"I did," said Hampden promptly
flushing ut the imputation of brains.
"Easy." said Miss Ordway to her
self. Aloud she said wondoringly:
"Well, what do you know about
that! I fancy you made a pretty pile
or will out of such a deal. Mr. Hampden? Just think of the perfect oceans
and oceans or pretty clothes even a
dozen of these greot trees would buy!
I'nrdon I think in clothes because
love them."
The deferenre of that "pardon" did
for Hampden and the subtle Implication pushed the ad vantage
His face was flushed and he sat
straight on his horse, his khaki and
l
clad figure making a not
ungraceful picture against the background of vivid green. He whipped at
his laced boots, wet from the ferns,
and presently spoke out of a full heart.
"Yes." he said carelessly, "It does take
brains. A man has got to think to
make money an' it takes money to
buy the things of this life pretty
clothes, a woman's clothes. Miss Ordway.
He suddenly leaned over and laid
his rough band over hers on the pommel.
"Every tree would buy a dozen
trunks full an' I own millions of
trees."
Her heart was pounding and the
sparkle was dancing In ber eyes.
"Millions? Why, that must cover
a great deal of land! Millions of
"S-s--

loose-tillere-

rain-soake-

lull-nit-

land-frau-

I

trees?"

"Yes billions,' promised Hampden
rashly.
He rose In bis saddle and
looked through a natural opening In
tbe forest down over tbe dropping
ridges.
atrangely.
"Why, look! All that all that, as
"Miss Ordway." he said admiringly,
"as a man's friend you're simply far as yon can see, to that other
ridge and ovsr beyond It and down
great l"

"The

Man Who Built This Didn't

In-

tend to Stay."

suddenly thickened and Sandry beheld
on tbo instunt lights and flowers, gay
gowns and evening dress of men the
thousand Intimate things and sounds
of home flashed before blm.
Under the touch or her velvet palm
his own grip tightened and Poppy Ordway. quick to feel her first real entrance into his Inner consciousness,
pushed tbe sudden advantage.
"Why?" she said softly, "why? For
you. Do you think I, who am trained
she halted with a
In investigation"
little catch of voice and breath "who
have to dig Into every promising situation because of my work could tit
by and see that man down you without
plunging Into the breach? Indeed no.
we ll win."
And we ll win.
Wltb an Inimitable gesture, at once
daring and hesitant, she lifted bit
band from ber shoulder, brushing It,
my-fri- end

as If unconsciously, across ber cheek,
bold it a moment and turned away
toward tbe camp.

OEllABLE

tire. He
' with a hidden
HimiiiiB
knew that somewhere In the recesses

.in.

of her nature a great tide of emotion
was banking in, full flow.
They did not strike Yaqulna hay. for
Dally .
tbe trail led straight west from
on
and be knew they would come out
the great cliffs below the lighthouse Mri.Sheldon Spent $1900
on Cape Foulweother. Here the land
Treatment Without Benereared Itself-- as one who shields InFinallyMadeWellby
palms outward against the
Tbey
Lydia E. Pinkham' Vegsistent thunder or the seii.
mounted tbe lining rise or the cllfls.
etable Compound.
fringe
and stood at the edge of a thin
111.
of stunted firs where Sandry tied the
"While go!
horses. Silotz had slipped down at through the Change of LIf. I .ufrenja
was
,
she
once, and he noticed that
flashes ol
IW1M,
trembling In every limb.
and I suffered
She plunged ahead strongly and
y a- - mm so much i am noi
Sandry followed, his eyes on her lace
know what 1 wag
Llnln
at times. I
lest he loso one expression, one small
Mower-souspent $1900 on doc- scene or the unfolding of this
tors anu not one um
Without warning. It burst upon
trie any good. Ona
her around a hummock -t- he grout,
o
day a lauy on
my house and said
sick
as
she had been
I
as I was atone time,
,i
nnd Lydia E. Pink- -
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CHAPTER XIM.
The Red Bar en the Waters.
day later Miss Ordway packed an
expensive bag of real alligator and
made ready for a departure.
"I'm going to Salem, partner," she
"If Hampden gets anxious
said.
enough to Inquire openly, tell him I'm
lothea."
after
She smiled to herself, thinking ot
those millions or trees. For Its own
sake, tbe pursuit or Hampden was beginning to enthrall ber professional
Instinct, but there was a flicker of
passion under her lashes, a sleepy look
of anticipation, as she glanced side
wise at Sandry on the step beside
ber.
"I may be away a week maybe a
month. I'll drop you a line occa
sioually."
A yearning sense or loss and loncli
ness gripped Sandry as be took her
hand at parting, lending to his clasp
an unwonted tightness, and to bis
voice a sense of huskiness.
She was
home and the things thereof, this
wotnun who was an orchid among the
pines, and with ber going went something he liad scarcely realized, yet
'
which he would sorely miss
The camp seemed more than usually
dreary In the days thut followed. The
fog ribbons twined and twisted con
tinuully along the hills, the pines
brought their marching ranks closer
In upon the shrinking valley, and San
dry wus taken with an acute attack of
the blues.
"S'letz." be said abruptly as he met
the girl otip noon al the pump, "will
you ride with me tomorrow? It's Sun
day and we can take a lunch What
do you say?"
She did not meet his eyes, her own
somber ones glunclng dowu the slmigh
"Yes," she said quietly.
They were up betimes the following
uiornJng. Ma Dally cooked an early
breakfast and Sandry sat down tor tbo
first time with the girl at table. Conversation languished until a gentlo
tread sounded on the floor and the
Preacher camo in, his delicate face
aglow from the touch of Icy water.
John Dally, too, lumbered In at the
Bame moment.
"Sleep well, father?" he asked.
"As always, son. The hovering of
Cod's hand Is like the sound of many
wings hushing ah, so hushing Isn't
It so, ah ah I have forgot "
The pathetic, childlike eyes searched
Sundry's face In straining inquiry.
"What Is it I would remember?" he
asked plaintively.
"Nothing, father. It Is all well."
8lletz had pushed back the bench for
him. Now she laid ber slim band lovingly upon his and looked In bis race,
a smile curving up the lips above the
broken sign. As the two hands lay
upon tbe oilcloth Sandry noticed them
one white and fine veined and shapely, with the slender, pointed lingers or
a dreamer the other olive and shapely and with tbe sume slim pointed tin
gers.
"Alike," he mused, "how very much
alike. Why, they are counterparts!"
As he led Black Bolt to the hammer-blocfor Slletz to mount be heard
snatches or song from the bunkhouse.
Collins was outside, stretching a fresh
deerhlde against the planks
The owner turned in his saddle and
looked back at the cump his camp
as they trotte-- l away down the green
valley. It lay snuggled tight against
hills, a primitive force in
the pine-claa primitive country, and he thrilled to
As they passed tbe
its suggestion.
lower roll way ho stopped and surveyed the brnwn slough, a solid floor
of logs as far as ho could sen, even und
til It lost itseir between its low,
banks.
At a natural clearing thny reined In
to breathe tbe horses, and Sandry
turned to the girl.
"S'leU," he sold, "tell me how It Is
that you havo llvod all your life so
near tho ocean and have never seen It,
when you have wanted to so much?"
The rare smile lighted hor face and
she turned to him.
"I was ufraid." she said.
"What? Afraid! Afraid of what?"
"Or how It might look In truth. I
know how it looks In my own pictures
It It might not look the sume."
For a moment the man was silent
before the subtle fineness of the
thought, amazed to find it in this simple child of the logging country.
"And why now?" be asked curiously.
"Why do you go now?"
"You go," said Silotz as simply as
Kolawmie would speak In bis government cabin at tbe reservation to tbe
north.
"You're a great dreamer, S'lotz,"
said Sandry.
She nodded.
The horses, hsvlng taken their required rest, started forward of their
own will after the manner of
horses, and silence prevailed, save ror
the swish and slip or the Iron shod
hoofs. It took an hour to reach tbe
crest of the range.
Slletz had fallen a dreaming, swaying unconsciously to every motion or
Black Bolt, one band swinging outward as encouragement to the dog
whose anxloua eyes were raised from
time to time toward It
They travoled steadily, and presently the long roll ot tbe surf began to
sound Insidiously through tbe thickets of vine maple, to war with tbe blgb
song of the dominant pines.
"Ho!" said Silets at last, softly,
"bear It! Hear It! Hear It singing with
a thousand tongues! Ho! Ho!"
Sandry looked swiftly back, an odd
excitement taking him at tha not In
ber voice an alien note, beyond his
She bad reined op
understanding.
and was sitting erect, ber bead np
high, ber llpa fallen part, ber eyes b- A
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rMnt mart her well. took it and
now I am just as well as I ever was. I
HO
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cannot unaersianu wny
see how much puin and suffering they
would escape by taking your medicine.
1 cannot praiso it enouph for it saved
my life and kept me from the Insana
Hospital." Mrs. E. Sheldon, 6057 S.
Ilulsted St, Englewood, III.
Physicians undoubtedly did their best,
battled with this case steadily and could
do no more.but often the most scientiflo
treatment Is surpassed by the medicinal
properties of the good old fashioned
roots and herbs contained In Lydia
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound.

If any complication extstt U
payi to writ tbe Lydia E. Pink-Iiai- n
Aledicine Co., Lynn, MaN
for special free advice.

Her Champion.
I think you were present when she remarked thut 1 hud
big mouth.
Miss Kate Yes, and I took occuslon
Sandry Sat Down for the First Time to set her right.
With tha Girl at ths Table.
MIsb O. Thut was very nice or yoa
I told
her your mouth
Miss K
heaving ocean under a dull sky and
big, It only seemed
it wus gruy as her own mist indeed, wasn't really so
It open so
wide and mysterious and turever mov- to because you kept
Trunscrlpt.
Hoslon
rollfringed
the
with
place,
ing in its
ing surf that broke white upon its
Ttd Crons Tins lllii. much better, gnel
Bunds a hundred feet below.
than liquid blue. (Jet from sn
"Gray!" she cried shrilly, "I knew it! farther
grocer. Adv.
A floor under the feet of Hod!"
To the left a steep path, cut by steps
Safety First.
In tbe sandy earth, led its perilous
"You say you don't cure to argut
Turning
way down to the beach
about tho war?"
swiftly she dropped into It between
"No at least, not this morning."
Its walls and began leaping down.
"Why not?"
"S'lotz!" cried Sandry sharply, "be
"The plumbing Is out of order al
careful!"
my house and thut has used up my
(TO RK CONTINCKn I
stock of patience so completely thai
I would
bo sure to lone my temper."
AS
CATS
DOMESTIC
PETS
Two lovers ran niako a street cat
Many Famous Men Have Been Fond full of people awfully seasick.
of the Animals and Mads Them
Their Companions.
From an esthetic point of view the
Persian cat Is a perfect being.
Its
fine, long, silky hair might. If woven,
As well be young at 70 as old
serve to robe (Jueen Mab. Tho
at 60.
the "feathered" ears and feet,
Many elderly people suffer Ume,
the fulling whiskers and tbe squirrel-likbent, aching backs, aud distresstail or a
Persian tubby
ing urinary disorders, when a
make It a thing or Ideal beauty. The
little help for the kidneys would
hand longs to stroke It down. As it
Ox it all up. Don't wait for gravel,
a creature of ready sympathies, and
or Ilrlght's disease. Use Doan'a Kidney Tills.
They have helped
not suspicious, it Is glud to be cathousands, young and old, and are
ressed. Perhups It Is not so Intelligent as the tiger striped cat, but it Is
recommended by thousands.
quicker to lend Itself to tbo ways of
A Colorado Case
a kind mujtor or mistress
RMe
Mm. A. K. McKen.
French men are even greater amazle, HI'S Mh Ht I'en-viteurs of cats than French women, who
Colo.,
itys: "If
It waren't fur Dunn's
resemble them In so many things. A
Klilney I'lll.n. I ilnn't
by
was
suffered
cat
lllchulleu lo nurse
bellevo I would lin
alive toiluy. I wns
Its kittens In his cardinal's
bat.
sRnny w it n
in
Mazarln (but he was an Itullun) used
complaint
nml
meillrlni-dliin'to stroke down a cat that he kept in
ilciPlorii' me.
help
Mi
his arms when dictating to his diploabdomen bloated iim:
I. nl
I
nlniiml tftven
matic secretaries.
y
up hope (if RvttliiK well. Ponn's
The only domestic animal Victor
rills rid mo of nil this suffering
Hugo would allow In his house was a
and I Imvtt used them lm with Una
result."
cut, because "domesticity did not
l
tot Doan'a at A ay Star. SOo a Baa
Its liberty." He hud at Uuernsey
a
Maltese, with a blnck
muzzle and a black end to Us tail,
CO. BUFFALO. M T.
which (the tat, and nut the tail)
used to Bit on his desk wben he was
prase
writing.
Tho".
The black cat is the least apt lo
where, fralar 'If II IHs ttrmrtt) and htltlfl
riewlinr
scratch. It got a bad name when old Site, MM, ctoui, o mantra 11, xieoreit, ud thsM.
women were burned for witchcraft,
O J tf l ver: viilM eeil
and sometimes, because suspected
of being evil spirits In feline guise,
!
:
Killer
?A
shared their fiery fate.
Miss Oubblo
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Tha Successful Wife.
It Is becoming more or less rare to
bear or an ideally happy marrlago.
and this state of things "gives one furiously to think," as '.hey say In
France. It may be due to tbe fact
that, although love is easy to gain, It
requires luct and care on a woman's
part to retain it.
So many girls think that, Jlrcctly
the wedding ring Is actually their own
they need no longer trouble thems
selves to be as charming to their
as they were in courting time.
Tbe girl who wants to become a
thoroughly happy wife, loving and beloved, must lax her strength and patience to attract and please ber
regardless of the worries of
everyday life, to show a smiling face
in trouble, to be a real "pal," and to
bear and forbear. These efforts must
Inevitably be crowned wltb success,
and tbe effort la well wortb while.
Exchange.
bus-ban-

What Boys Are Like.

the American Magazine Frances
L Oarslde, writing under the title
In

HAROLD

SOMIRI,1MpKal

Ave., SMraklya,N.Y.

Make the Liver
Do its Duty
Nine times in ten when the liver Is
right the stomach and bowels are right.
CARTER'S LITTLE
LIVER PILLS
gently but firmly com
pel a lazy liver
m
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do its duty.
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"Just Boys," contributed tbe follow!.
ing paragraph: "If a boy is quiet, everyone wonders what ha la up to
now, and If be is noisy everyone
When a boy A Tula
knows and disapproves.
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DEADLY, BRUTAL
RAIDS ENLIVEN
TRENCH WARFARE
Monotony of Existence Broken by
Preparing for Assaults or
Against Them.
RIFLE

IS

OF

USE

LITTLE

anaoag or an Indian Battle-aSpiked Club tht Better Weapon
Inventlona Fight Sniper and
Trickery
Many Saved
by 8teel Coraete.
x

or

would have been dead by now," the
surgeon told blm.
Early In the war an officer who wore
protection of thla kind would have
been frowned on by bis fellows as
unsoldlerly.
A type of corselet of
Bmall plates of highly tempered steel
joined together by steel wire I be
ing more and more worn by officers
Its structure adapts Itself to the
movements of the body, It weighs only
a few pounds, and, fitting snugly as
a vest. It la not cumbrous. If the son
of Lord Sbaughnessy, president of the
Canadian Pacific, who was killed recently, bad been wearing one, bis life
would have beon saved. Since then
Canadian commanders have strongly
urged all their officers to buy corselets. This Is at any rate better
than no protection against bullets, un
less they are spent Such la their
power of penetration that they go
through the thin steel, "mushroom
ing" and making a larger wound than
if nothing had been in their way. But
In the trenches, unless one shows his
head above the parapet and in moving
about In the shell zone In the rear of
the trenches, one is rarely exposed to
bullets. When an officer goes Into a
charge In face of machine gun and
rifle lire be takes off his corselet.
On average days in the trenches
the main danger Is from shrapnel bul
lets and fragments from shell explo
sions, which may inflict ugly and fatal
wounds preventable by comparatively
thin protection to such a vulnerable
substance as human flesh. Together
a corselet and steel helmet protty well
shield vital parts from missiles of low
velocity.
The use of the corselet is practical
ly limited to officers, who pay for
them out of their own pockets. The
expense and labor of supplying all
ranks of a great army with them
would seem out of the question.
Hut gradually all the British sol
diers are being supplied with the
steel helmet after their successful use
by the French, wno first Introduced
them. The French pattern is quite
graceful beside the British, which is
round and somewhat the shape of a
toadstool.
The British is heavier

than the French, and there is method

grotesqueness. Thanks
to Its form,
bullet which atrlkes it
In front. Instead of going through the
head, as Is the case with the French
helmet, glances and follows the inside
of the helmet, passing out at the rear.
Curate Gets Victoria Cross.
The Victoria cross Is rarely given
even In thla war of countless deed of
bravery.
The Rev. Noel Mellish, a
London curate, I the first chaplain In
the British army to receive the cross
since the second Afghan war of 1879.
On the occasion of the presentation
the unit or the famoua fighting army
were drawn up In division, forming a
hollow square on the spring green of
an open Held. In the center stood Mr.
Mellish with another officer, who received the distinguished service order.
In the front lines stood other officers
who were to receive lesser decorations.
Before pinning the ribbon on
breast the general read a brief
account of the deed of gallantry that
won him the honor. When the clergyman came forward those witnessing the ceremony were agreeubly Impressed with an extremely slender
and boylBh figure scarcely looking his
thirty years, and Indeed, looking more
a gentle and reserved man of peace
than a fighting parson.
The general told how agnln and
again, fighting at St. Elol under a
murderous fire, Mellish had risked his
life to attend the wounded and bring
them to places of safety. Then there
was a call of three choera from the
troops and these were given with
mighty roar.
As already told In dispatches, Sec
ond Lieut. Arnold Whltrldge. Yale
1914, son of F. W. Whltrldge of New
York, was among those receiving the
military cross for gallantry In con
tinuing to direct the fire of his battery
in the face of some of the hottest
fighting recently
experienced, and
with the enemy trenches but a few
hundred yards away.
Whltrldge Is one of a group of
young American college men who
Joined the British artillery early In
the war.
In Its
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I
Supposed to Indicate Digestive Disturbance Never Has
Been Explained.

Why It

Just why a furred tongue is supposed to be an indication of a disturbance of the digestive apparatus
has never been explained. The Medical Iterord calls to mind "the respected
(and feared) spinster In our community a good many years ago who had
ber own opinion about doctors. Urged
to consult one of their fraternity
when a little Indisposed, she would repel the suggestion with scorn. 'All
they do,' she would say, 'Is to say,
"Let's see your tongue. How's your
bowels? Two dollars, please.
The editor says he has known physicians of the old school who could diagnose a case by looking at the
tongue, just as he has known a physician who could "diagnose" a case
of pneumonia In a child he had never
seen before when ho got ten feet away
from the bed. And what la more, he
could tell which side It was on and
even dPHlgnoto the lobe affected In
some cases."
Of courso this is sarcasm. The edi
tor Is ridiculing the furred tongue as
a symptom of trouble in the digestive
apparatus.

is simply delicious when made with
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Pure Healthful Economical
The highest grade of baking powder

pos-

sible to buy and your money refunded
if it fails to satisfy. Ask your dealer.
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By FREDERICK PALMER.
British Headquarters, Franco.
In
today a modern
machine
warfare,
where every man waa supposed to
have become a pawn without Initiative
of his own, has been developing the
deadliest form of sport Imagination
can conceive, where every combatant
places his cunning, his strength and
his skill in
lighting
TORTURING
SKIN TROUBLES
against those of his adversary.
Hardly a day passes that thoro Is
That Itch, Burn and Disfigure Healed
not a trench raid. No subject Is more
by Cuticura. Trial Free,
tabooed in Its details by the censor,
Commandors do not want to let the
Iiatho with plenty of Cuticura Soap
enemy know why their raids succeed
and hot water to cleanse and purify.
or fail, or why the enemy's succeed
Dry lightly and apply Cuticura Ointor fall. Invention fights Invention; ae
ment to soothe and heal. This stops
rrecy lights secrecy.
Itching Instantly, clears away pimple,
All tho elements of boxing, wres
removes dandruff and scalp irritations,
at to a Atlantic Coart, ftVw EnvUtW
ettar Kwttn rtate
tling, fencing and mob tactics plus
Taha atlvaalaf mi the
and heals red, rough, Bore bands.
of
the stoalth
the Indian who crept up
Free sample each by mall with Book.
on a camp on the plains, and the team
Addres postcard, Cuticura, Dept. L,
work of a professional baseball nine,
Boston. Sold everywhere. Adv.
Low Fare Summer Tourist Tickets
arc found of value.
ui SaD; ikfWfkMM Ow win rls
Tho weapon least needed Is the ride,
ARE A HABIT
ASSOCIATIONS
A snndbag or an Indian battle-aor
spiked club is better. A good sluRger
We Even Form Clubs Over Question
without any weapon at all may take an
"Th Niagara Fall Routt"
of Teething Rings Vs.
adversary's loaded rlflo away from him
Rlopovtr prKilcc at all MlaMa
Thumb.
Five Splendid Train Every bay From Chicago
and knock him down and then kick
the day and night he would not have
Aa BMaruM vlw from Mm train rarest art
him to death.
destroyed as roach money as Mr.
Our passion for getting up associaWonderful Niagara Fall
The monotony of trench existence
Is adding every fortnight to the tions Is a bad symptom of intellectual
Aparr t w,r brat aernt lor llrhn aiut .Irrplfif rar
rwrWMi,. a for ramaMt.
au.tmalioe and MiiiffMtun.MtudnJi.Lla MU,CUI or ailill
these days is broken by prnpariiig for
mil
national debt."
foolishness. Every trado and profesDENVER OFFICE, 7IS Sro.ti.th Suaat
raids ami against them. Battalion coin
among
every
us,
and
sion
interest
Selling Their Estates.
UWIN TEAM. C..-- .I Am Pmm... Owim
manders work out schemes of Btralcgy
Mr. Hirst's view is fully borne out by prejudice, every aspiration, hypothewhich would have won them fame In
the men who are In close touch with sis or question about a question has
smaller wars. Fifty men or a thou
gang of club members at its back.
tho lunded gentry. A member of a fasand may bo engaged in a raid. It may
The fushionuble mothers get up sobo on a front of fifty yards or a thou Owners
Are Forced by High mous Ilrm of estate agents through
whose hunds most of the sules of prop- cieties to determine what plays their
sand.
Taxes to Dispose of
erty of this description pass told me children shall see during the holiIts ohjoct Is to take as many prison
tliut hardly a week goes by that he Is days. I know of one woman who was
COR. EIOHTCBNTH AND CURTIS ST8.
Their Holdings.
ers and kill and wound as many of
not railed on to arrange the sale of not able to decide whether she should
DENVER. COLO.
enemy
you
as
the
can In a few min
give
a
ring
or a coral to ber
rubber
some large country estate and that the
Liquor
utes; and then to get back to your
and Drug Addictions
smaller estates aro being placed in hi teething child or should leave him to
own trench. If you try to hold on to
cured by a scientific courts of medication.
nature and the thumb. Sho accordingThe onlv place in Colorado where lh
the pleco of trench you have taken, FARMERS ARE COING WELL hands for disposal by tho score.
ly formed a society. It is culled the
"The country gentlemen of
j Women of Refinement
Genuine Keeley Remedies are adininittered.
"
tho guns are turned on you, the
Ring
meets
Coral
and
and
association
he
said,
"simply
uncannot live
throughout the
tnounnnils of tltrm
bombers close up on either side, and
der the new conditions. Most of them twice a month. It lias recently split
world mako duily use of the
machine guns and rifles are prepared
Squires Cannot Raise the Rents and are dependent absolutely on their rents Into two organizations through tho seto sweep the 10110 of retirement.
MURRAY LANMANS
Cannot Live on Their Income in
for their Income. A man has a couple cession of tho nntiring nud coralltes.
An uncanny curiosity gives the sol
of thousand acres which have been in By means of these two societies any
Old Style Newly Rich
(The Original, Century-old- )
fliers their incentive for the raids. Or
his family for centuries. He lets the mother may today escape tho mental
May Buy.
WATER
FLORIDA
dinarily they never sec their enemy
land out to farmers, many of whom anguish of making a decision or her'Widely rcgnrileilasanJiulispennnlilcoiil
hidden In IiIh burrows neroHS No Man's
London. "Country llfo In Kiigland have been on the land as long as him- self upon this teething matter. John
to beauty and comfort. Jls uprightly fra
from their own burrows. I'nseen
J. Chapman, in Atlantic Monthly.
grance is acceptable to mo
FOR PERSONAL HYGIENE
bullets from unseen Kiiipers crack will undergo and Is undergoing a revo self. The rents were fixed vears oao
Dissolved In water for douche stop
agriculture was depressed and,
moft discriminating tuMr, anil
overhead. I'liHeen guns suddenly cou lution such us Knglund bus not wit when
pelvic catarrh, ulceration and inflamits delightful, rrfrcxliing efalthough times are good for tho farmHard to Answer,
nessed since tho Norniun conquest."
ccntrnlo In a deluge of shells.
is beat attained when it is
mation. Recommended by Lydia E.
Philters is greatly interested In fect
In these words Frank Hirst, editor of ers now. It is too soon to raise rents.
Lath,
added to the
Pinkham Med. Co. for ten years.
Grim Monotony Continues.
"No one knows whether the present chemistry."
p.u I
the KconoiulHt and olio of the leading
A healing wander for nasal catarrh,
it j r
i
For mouths this sort of tiling goes authorities on economic subjects in high prices for agricultural products
I juia oy Lcauing uruggisu
"So I hear."
ore throat and sore eyes. Economical.
, n..r..
.
I"
on, and the trenches of tho nilveraa Kngland, summed tip one of tho most will lust, ami at any rule the farmers
"He's always busy with retorts."
Hu stramdnwy rleaaiina ni tmniciJal pffwar.
aim riiiuiiitu
Fract IDc. All (InifnHU, rr imatmid hf
I5mwI
ries remain always in the same place; striking efforts of the war. What he liuve a good maiy bud yc:.s-- p make f -- ."Naturally."
Bahplt me MalMfor tix ccnfi
in tlampt.
grim monotony of cuHiialtles and means Is that the country gentlemen up. Hie squire simply cannot raise the
"Hut tho kind that gives him most
Booklet, "Menuty ami Health"
watching continues.
of tho old school are disappearing, rents und he cannot live on his income concern are made by Mrs. Philters
scnlou request.
This arouses the desire to "get at' squeezed out by the high Luxation, the In the old style. The taxes now take when she visits his laboratory to lecLAWMAN A KEMP
of nil ItliidA Inenr lon1 lot. We pay lilslMtmw-kp- t
tho enemy which tho trench raid snt death duties, und killed off In many more than a quarter of It, and the ture him about wasting his time und
13S Watfir Strmt, Mew York
W rlw or wire fur
Th Color 4
I Allen.
It means that you uro going to Instances in the service of their coun death duties, If (he property should spoiling his clothes."
Iroa A Metal Co.,Stk eLariarSl.,Dir.Cl.
llllllllllllllllllli
TMiflnrri
happen
to
change
your
spring over
parapet ami rush try. Their places are being taken by
hands two or three
"
.tUfeKER'ta
Efficiency.
across N Man's Land into tho very men who have grown rich In supplying times in quick succession, us may well
Co,
Hii'tnun
HAIR BALSAM
Mrs. Knliker We can't keep a IVUlUCl ULalilUiS 'I a i OU.U tn.iveltv
hU. Ueurer
houses of the enemy, and nmn to mini goods that are needed by Kugland'l happen and has happened recently in
A tnllrt preparation of Birta
to araitlota daaornir.
on Ills doorstep prove whether you are immense armies, or who am making many cases in these days of war. eat cook.
For Roatoria Color moi
up
Mrs.
IVicker
Advertise
i
cupilul
inn
a better man than he is.
a
for
What
food
man
to
is
the
PATENTS
Beauty
prollts
out
of
the
tremendous
to fir. 7 or FaoW Kair.
i it'aii iiuwjcr, i
A, 1.1.
rwi
f
mcIt
Iwfc.
- ami i 00 .t Drutfw tat.
To go over the parapet ordinarily tics of the people by taking silvuntuge do but try to get rid of the property, dictator.
Uataa retuouable. lilfboatrufaraDotta.
iiwiorlcoa.
which Instead of a source of income
means death. In order to make any of the conditions creuteil by the war
as
rush there must ho Interference,
"What will happen to the stately has become a burden to him?
'
11
"So far there has not been much difis mi; rinini'
they say In football, and the barb maiiHions of Kngland after the war?''
wire in front of the enemy's trcucb Ilr. Hirst asked.
He answered his ficulty In llndlng purchasers, Tor there
are many people in this country who
must be cut. This is usually done by question as follows:
Wet Contwito 15 TloJl Draclurj
the guns, which become more and
answer
de have made money out of tho war, and
'In Individual cases the
more deadly In their ability to turn pends on the investments of tho own- the Kiiglishmnn who makes a fortune
accurntn sprays of destruction on giv ers. A man who has Invested in lira- Is always in a hurry to acquire a coun1
en points. They cover the rush and zll or Mexico Is In a spccluily sad way try seat. Thero have been a good
they cover the ro'.urn of the raiders while the man who bus put his money many American Inquiries, too. and
some purcluiHes by Americans, but not
with their prisoners.
In ships or coal is very fortunate in
many as ono would have expected.
Lint the guns are not all; there are deed. Hut on the whole tho fate of the so
all kinds of organized trickery In or landed gentry and of the country seats
BULLETS YEARS
IN
BRAIN
der to enable a body of soldiers to get depends on taxes.
Into tho enemy's trenches for a few
Savings Swept Away.
minutes of activity, when tho Invaded
"Taxes have already risen high On Woi Above Evans' Right Eye and
One Waa Behind His
throw themselves on their Invaders at enough to make it certain that most
Aioi)L-3rEntEf- rt
such closo quarters that it is a ques large houses will hu to let or for sale
Right Ear.
AVc&tablc IVcparauonfcrAs
tion If even a revolver is now a prac- for most country punpln before the
,li1..i;r.rtlfir(nlul.'in1IIcdUU
Sacramento. Cal. Carrying In his
tical weapon.
war hnd pli.ces which titled their in
SlumachsnndIlTki
tingtte
ou cannot throw It over a traverse come, with a comfortable margin for brain two bullets that were fired at
and you can a bomb. Running Into savings or special expenditure. Must him by a posse In 1MI3, when be and
a German around the corner of a of them will have to move Into smaller George Sontag. (ruin robbers, terror
Pmmnfes niLpslicafliccrfiil
traverse, a blow may be better than a houses if tbey can find tenants or pur Ixed the people of Fresno nnd Tulare
jicssfliidCtst.Contain?wllt
trebling
of
doubling
und
Chris
counties.
Kvans. who hus been
dinners. The
hot.
(Mumforphtac normua
Ciufoiia Is a harmless substitute for Cantor Oil. PareThere have been trench raids where the income tax has swept away the on parole from Folsom prison since
May.
Hood
of
liMl. walked Into the county hos
goric, Drops and Ktmthlnpr Syrups,
every man who went out waa respon- margin, and the higher the
la pleasant. 16
contains neither Opium, Morphliio nor otucr JNnrcutio
sible for a casualty or a prisoner, taxation rises the fewer country scats pital here recently and asked that the
doctors remove the lead and relieve
substance. Its ago Is Us gmiruntco. It destroys "Worms
while the raiders' own loss was not will remain unsubmerged.
and allays FcvcrLstuiess. For more than thirty rears 16
JlxSrmf'
Evidently there will be a wholesale him of pain.
one In ton to the enemy's. Thero are
Mttrfalias been In constant uso for tho relief of Constipation.
Accordingly. Evans, who Is now sev
migration and country life will under
also failures.
Flatulency, "Wind Colic, all Teethlnir Troubles and
Success requires that every detail go a revolution sucn as r.nginna nas enty years old, was operated on by Dr
Diarrhoea.
regulates the Stomach and Dowels,
abould work out right. The British not witnessed since the Norman con- W. J. Harris, superintendent of the
assimilates the Food, frivlnqr healthy nnd natural sleep,
The bullets were causing
!arrarrrr
Inaugurated trench raiding, which the quest. Some of the finest estates, I ex- hospital.
Children's;
l'he
Panacea The Mother's Friend,
bought up by English and his right side to b 'ome paralyzed.
1
e.,4 ifcivwriv forlonstij
Hermans promptly adapted.
Where pect, will be
"
was in the brain abovo the
"""ir-- ItarrhOCl.
Its development will end no one dares American contractors who have made Ono bullet
eye, and the other behind the
rWcrishtlCSSalnl
U.V
venture to say. One advantage of any fortunes out of the war office and the right
ear.
right
per
Others
will
ministry
munitions.
of
la
raid
that those who return are
Evans, on obtaining his freedom
bound to bring back some Information haps bo cut up by the labor ministry
Bears
Signature
JacSInSinatreot
and parceled out among disbanded sol- from prison, worked for a time a a
of value to the Intelligence corps.
whose Jobs are gone and for city watchman at Portland. Ore.
diers
Steel Corset Save Lives.
whom no other employment can be
jni ClSXaX" COOTaTS
"Score one for breastplates," said found.
Followed Mother' Example.
Pittsburgh.
Miss Harriet Gertrude
0 officer who had been doubled over
The present public expenditure of
r
by a shell fragment which bit him In the government la supposed to be Blum, sued sixteen years and loading
the abdomen. Instead of a flow of about equal to the whole of the private soprano In the Calvary Mothodlst
blood crimsoning bia blouso, all that Incomes of all the Inhabitants of the church, and licsrne Neely, organist In
waa visible through the rent In the United Kingdom. If Alfred the Great the same church, eloped to Cumbercloth was an abraalon on a steel sur- had lived until now and had through land. Md., and were married.
The
face.
You
out bis long life of more than a thou- - mother quickly forgave the daughter.
Exact Copy of Wrapper,
5
your
declaring
($25)
But for
note
new corset your aorta sand years burned one
that she did the same thing
I
every
hour of when she mas slxtee years of age.
would have been opened, and von oi Ue Hank of England
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What is CASTORIA
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CASTORIA
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In Use For Over 30 Years

Tho Kind

Have Always Bought
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The lives of the American
soldiers in Mexico, soldiers who
were sent there topiotect the
border from the raids of bandits,
bent on murdering Americans,
had been threatened.
In the might of righteousness,
the sword of America was then
raised to strike, and in the
struggle that threatens, the na
tion enters upon its task with a
clean and fearless heart.
Behind the President, who has
so truly represented the char
itable spirit of the American
people,
behind the President
now in his grim determination
to use the full military and naval
strength of the nation in support of the American troops in
Mexico, stand the mighty host
of patriotic Americans, united,
valiant and conscious of the
faithfulness of their leader to
the ideals of real Americanism.

Clovis New

ffce News Printing Company

Publishers.
Entered at the post office at
as second class
matter under the act of March
Clovis, N. M.
1879.

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION

$1.00

One Year

Ex

Months

r

.

.

.

60c

Democrat io in Politics
Announcement

The News is authorized to announce the candidacy of J. A.
McFarlin for sheriff of Curry
C aunty, his name appearing on
the SOCIALIST TICKET. The The best in oil stoves.
influence and support of the show you.
voters will be appreciated.

We will buy your fat
We
hogs at any time.
have purchased a gathering
pen near the stock yards in
Clovis and by this means
will be able to receive hogs
any day in the week. We
intend paying the highest
market price and insist upon you calling at our office

CLOVIS, NEW MEXICO

The quality of service rendered by
a bank is a matter of great
to its patrons. It is our
the most efficient
render
to
aim
service possible with conservative
banking.
Our old and established connection
with Eastern Banks!' enables us to
give you this service.

SUBMIT US YOUR

before selling.

Let us

CATTLE

ft

-C-

The BONTON BAKERY
. . . and Confectionery . . .

ou see

ETp

WE WANT YOUR
BUSINESS

ALL A- T-

The CASH SHOE STORE
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R. R. DUNCAN
DENTIST

At the

do
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BANK ACCOUNT vs. OLD AGE

hictuxes

Some young people often make the

take of spending

mis-

CLOVIS,

M

I

'

yotur
y

J.

K.J
"V' 'V
I

it

I
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Will practice in all

Clovis,

-

-

Cashier.

I

Fail Benjamin, of Ft. Stockton, Texas, in the city the guest
of his daughter, Mrs. Joe Lane.
Mr. Benjamin
says that his
country has had no rain since
tin' middle of last September
and tliut the crops are burned
Ui. He says that fanners and
siuckrnen are leaving the countrv
in larM- numbers. Mr. Benja
min is a building contractor having built several big buildings in
St'iekloii when the Orient railroad was complete i to that place.
II Uiii.ks well of this counU
and iiiuy locale t'u Clmis,

if

D. D.

Swearingin

of the firm of lira. Prealey
of Roawell

Swearingln

will be in Clovis on 15th, 16th,
17th of each month treating
diseases of the Eye, Ear, Nose
and Throat and Fittirg Glasses

Dr. II. R. Gibson.

W. HUNTER

J.

Livestock and Commercial

AUCTIONEER
Will

cry rale any hr re. Located at

'I he tanctiur Wairon Yard.
Phono 439,
p. o. Ux It

Clovis.

Dr. J. B.Westerfield
Physician and Surgeon
Office in Jackson Bldg.
Opposite Postoffice
Office Phone 231 Residence 269

W. A. Gillenwater
LAWYER
New Mexico

Clovis,

Notice for Publication

ll.

fr

Notice For Publication
09IM

Osteopath

YOU OUT WORKING FOR MONEY.
The quickest way to attain this GOAL is
by making your start NOW. Begin your
BANK ACCOUNT and make it GROW regularly, here, and when the proper opening
comes for a GOOD PROFITABLE INVESTMENT, your funds will beat your READY

Phone

and chronic. Special attention
given to diseases of women.
PATIENTS EXAMINED FREE

North Main Street
Office Phone 383. Res. 300.
New Mexico
Clovis,

Office 103

1-- 2

DR. L. M. BIGGS

Department of the Interior. II. S. Land Ofilc.
at Fort Sumner. N. M. June. 1(1. 1I(I.
Notlre ia hereby Riven thnt John II. Olayhrook
of St Vraln, N. M., who. on December 22 1910.
made llnmeatead
entry No. (MUM for aouth-wequarter, aerllon 23 townahip 3 north, ranfo
13

E, New Mexico
meridian haa filed no.
intention to makn final five year
proof to entabliah rlnlm to the land above
before Itny p. Kl,r, u. fl, Commia-tonIn I hla office at St.
Vraln. N. M. on
tho nth day of Auiruit. u(.
Onimnnt namea an wilnexMca:
William A. Briwnell. Fled I'ruelt. (leorKO
llrownoll and Klijiih A. Clawmn, ull of St Vniin.
N. M.

lice of

June

Veterinary Surgeon

A. J. Kvana. Iteirliter.
4

Notice for Publication

Clovis, N.M,

16.

New Mexico

Department of the Intcrkir. U. 8. Land Office
at Fori Sumner. New Mexico, Juno Imh
Notice ia hereby irivcn Hint Jum.i A. Wlllia,
if Havener. N. M.. who on Dec. 1, l'Jl.l, ma. In
HomcKtmd No. (WW.
SF. quarter, acctlnn 9.
T.iwnnhin 2 N. Ilaniro M B, N.M I'. M.rl.li.in.
ha filed notice of intention to malts final five
year Pn,r, toentahlixh .laim to tho land above
deitrrlhnl. before W. J. Turren. U. S. Commia-iiione- r.
at hi. ..lllee. at Uovia, New Moxluo. on
the ir.th day of Annum, P.H(1.
Claimant name, aa witnenaea:
Parry V. Winn. Frank MKr.. Zephnnlah
ltirdall and Ciooritt- - Itoaeh. all nf Havener. N. M.
A.J. EVANS. Iteitiiter.
June m A uit. 4

DR. H. R. GIBSON

Treats all diseases both acute

"THE BANK THAT ACCOMODATES"

L. I?. GREGG, A.

Osteopathy is the best treat-- '
for ail diseases of the
ment
the court.
stomach and bowels including
N. Mex. ( holtra Infantum,

GREATEST AVERAGE EARNING
comes in the MORNING of their
lives. A great number will say: "I do not
care to spend all of my time working to save
and saving to accumulate."
At this juncture is made the GREATEST
ERROR OF LIFE; for the purpose of SAVING and ACCUMULATING,
is to obtain
SAVINGS enough, properly invested, so that
in the LATER YEARS of LIFE, you will
HAVE MONEY OUT WOKKING FOR YOU
instead of

Clovis National Bank

n A r0i,;- -

LAWYER

all

DISPOSAL, in

Ask

NEW.'MEX.

Stanley J. Clark

their money as they earn
it, under he delusion that the fleeting pleasures so enjoyed, are all that they get out of
LIFE. They dc not stop to consider that the

'3L

I?

A

-

Phone!!.

Hie

-'

top

OU- R-

of this program,
W. C
the "Ladies Band" appeared and
The Woman's Christian Tem- gave the membership quite a
perance Union held their regular surprise by
rendorin? several
meeting at the home of Mrs. J. selections, which
were greatly
W. Stewart on the aftern )on of appreciated
and enjoytd.
July Third.
Clovis should be proud of these
"Love of Country" is a pre- young musicians and give them
eminent attribute of this organi- oordial support and encouragezation, of which the object and ment,
aim is the abolition of the
Refreshments were served and
greatest enesav to our country
the meeting adjourned, with
the liquor traffic.
many thanks to the hostess for
The hostess had artistically planning so pleasant a reception.
decorated her home with flags,
The next regular meeting will
and each guest was requested be held at the residence of Mrs.
to salute "Old Glory" as Bhe W. H. Harris, 112 North
entered.
Street, July 10, 1916. VisThe program was a patriotic itors and friends are always
one, consisting of interesting welcome to all meetings.
selections and songs by members
In the care of confinement
pertinent to the near approach
of the National Holiday July cases I use asepsis, antiseptics
and surgery should it be necesFourth.
sary.
Dr. H. R. Gibson.

at the
Best

'OX..

and

Sprinklers

Of lice Opposite P. O.

showi

If the sword of righteousness

C.

W. S k"

A

J. BOYKIN, President
A. SCHEURICH. V. Pres.

JSatltJaJjaic

IT IS UNEXCELLED.

T. U.

war-cloud-

S.

Lawn Hose,
Lawn mowers.

"All that the name implies" The new place
with the First Class Furniture and Fixtures.
TRY

LOANS

None too large for our ability
None too small for our attention.

Doughton & Nichols

MEXICO
President Wilson has never
wanted war. In the days when
his opponents attacked him and
tried to goad him into the use of
the armed forces of the United
States, he remained steadfast to
his determination that the blood
of young American soldiers
should never be shed except as
the last recourse in the effort to
uphold the honor of the nation.
Once, when even graver eventthe
ualities were threatened,
patience of President Wilson's
statesmanship was rewarded by
diplomatic victory that made thfi
shedding of hlood unnecessary.
It was th6 President's previous
moderation that Rave such force
to the ominous ultimatum which
brought full concession to the
rights of America and humanity.
No President in the history
ef the country has ever placed
the cause of the people of the
United State upon a higher
plane, No President has ever
struggled more valiantly to preHis
serve peace with honor.
critics have proved the case fur
President Wilson. Their unanimous approval of his present
caurse has not dulled the edge
ef his desire for honorable peace.
The immovability of the President in the face of selfish and
partisan criticism, coming from
those who thought more cf
personal advantage than of the
welfare of the nation, has been
the best security of the American people throughout the time
the world has been darkened by
must now be unsheathed, the
American people know that it is
beeause peaceful means have
been exhausted. If the sword
is raised to strike, it is because
the head of the de facto government of Mexico refuses to
the rights of America.
No President has ever tried so
hard to interpret the real spirit
of America. Mr. Wilson has
said that he would rather know
what the men and women, gathered around their own fireside,
are saying than to listen to the
orations of the
In his handling of the Mexican
problem, President Wilson has
bten guided by the single impulse to do what the American
people would have him do-- to
exhauit all the peaceful means
at his disposal to protect the
lives and property cf Americans,
and, lulling in that, to upheld
the honor and uiyniiycf the
nation by the use of us armed
forces.
The note written by the State
Department to General I a'rani'.a
in response to his t Intat to
the American troop3 presented the complete case of the
American Government again.:
Mexico. A in t tie Eurupean
situation, v n the u'timatuin
with its ominous note bruught
full concessions, it marked the
end ol Presidi n Wilson', putimet..

The
First National Bank

FAT HOGS

Dr. J. R. Haney
Physician & Surgeon
Office Opposite Postoffice

Non Co.il
Department of the Interior. II. S. Lnnd Offlo.- -at
Fort Sumner. Now Mexico. Juno, tHh 1918,
Notice la hereby KlVen that Sllaa A. Hilllittori
of Havener. N. M., who nn Jan. IMh 1913. mad.
HomeMead Knlry. No. OKfill.
Norlhiroat
quarter Sail km ;H ami on May lb. 19111 made
Addlinnal Hommtcnd entry No. (IHrtill for S
northenat quarter. Section 2K. Tnwniihip 3 north.
Ranne 34 caat. N. M. I'. Meridian. Iiaa (lied notice
of intention to make final lln.w
Proof, to
eelablluh claim to Hie land ahovo deaerlbod, before W. J. Cuiren. llnltnl States Commiwloner.
nt Ck vla. New Mexico, on tho 8th dny of

ft

fr

y.r

E. M.

Chapman

AukuI

DENTIST
Over First National Bank.
Phor.f ;C.

Clovis,

Ni

v
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1U1H.

laimnnt uamciua 'vitneaaeil:
Jan.oa . Millhollanil, Mnry E. Wataon, Frank
I.. Oiv,i.."i nn.l Chester C. Mcline. nil of
A.

J. f VASI8, Iteiil.lter.

the standing of the entering
school in the contest hereinafter

Tree Culture Contest

ACHES!

better or
ument to future generations than
nice, shady trees artistically
grouped, and at the same time
realizing that our rural school
no

I

Jg)

that they can leave provided for.
more enduring mon-

Believing:

.

Third-T- hat
in order to be
eligible for entrance in this contest each school shall, on or before the 1st day of A; ril, 1917,
submit in writing to ihe county
a statement,
superintendent
specifying the work that has
heen done in the way of soil
"eraration, selection of trees,
and the arrangement and care
of Fame, and, in addition an
f all exi(,'o..:Ll statement
penses met by contributions

grounds should be made more
g
invitinS and attractive, County
Aches are the father of
M. Bickley
grouches.
I Supirintendent J. other
public
of
I
number
a
and
IK
Grouches produce ill tern- spirited citizens of Cnrr
I per and initableness. and jjj have inaugurated u in e contest
wiv.cn promises 10 create mure
interest than anything that has
Krave.
ever been attempted in connec- from all sources.
of this
tion .ith the school
CD
tho teachers of
Fourth Tf.-iThe object of the con- I
"county.
'
the schools eirerimr shall at the
!!(: iur:ii'e thr te ncher?,,
u very little we sell ij V l i
last T aciura' Association meet;.hut
jjjj:iAip:M
ndi.
the
!iil
lies
(ill!
.nil patrons of each dia-o- ing of lie ensuing s:hiol term
to bra.itify their school
a they hppear.
3 trie:
in any manner they may
;
h'ii,.--promises in a tangible soled
ami any number they
lit.
tee
your hup- 9
your
manri.r ami the follwing rule may a;;ree on, the judges for
:.r.i .j, your life, worth this
.,,iontod under which
M
their refpective groups.
m;ui n.v. sun ent?
gi the content will be conducted:
Fifth-T- hat
the judges of the
"After due consideration of reape .'tive groups shall, on the
a BUfjgfsLions relative to the na first Friday and Saturday of May
ture and tli'.i arrangement of the visit the competing schools of
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In 1770 the pucplo of this country threw off the shackles of kinjly rule and
proclaimed themselves free from the domination of any foreign kiuj, priiicj
or potcntuta.
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LIBERTY AND SERVICE

.

Ono hundred years later Alexander Graham Eell invented tho telephone,
r
which was dtwtined to free tho people from the unsatisfactory
methods of csminunication.
coach-anJ-fou-

s,

prep-aration-

in

Spirit of Liberty kas been the guikling power in the development of
the nation, so has tho Spirit of Service been the directing: force in the development of the great Bell Telephone Rystcni.
As tho

p--

In the brief period of forty years the telephone has developed into a
utility that not cvlj enters intimately into tho very life of society, but i'a
service has become eo comprehensive nnd so potent thr.t it is now a factor
in cur national strength and national efficiency.
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C?r country's greatness is built upon tho Spirit of Liberty. The efficiency
of the Eell System is promoted and maintaiasd by the Spirit of Service.
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Browning, J. H. ...
Baxter, .lames II. .
Hcrry, Mrs.
Urowninp, J. II. ...
Harnett, D. I
Hitrris, Joe F.
I'ishop, ("has. K.
I'.ish'.p, Sarah
..
II.
II. rr man. h. J.
Berkley, I.c i S.
Heckley, tto L.
Black, Marion
Brown, L). C.
Caldwell B F
Caldwell vr B

Delinquent Tax List
for the Year 1915,
Curry County.
delinquent
tax list of
kt.own and unknown owners of
real estate and propprty of CurThe

..

ry county, as shown by the tax
of said county, and;as levied
and assessed against said prop- roll

for the year

propc-rt-

now

1915,

..
..

.
.
.

.
.

158 Klli.

Campbell H G
County of Curry,
Cardwell w B
well Geo E
Card
and
OHice of Ti t
S E
Cardwell
Collector,
Tax
M
H
Curi
TO THE DELINQUENT TAX
I'AIEkS OF C.i:UUY COUN Curlin E JE
E
NAMES AP- Carmuck
TY WHOSE
E
E
Corcack
PEAR IN THE FOLLOWING
Uormack
r

LIST:
Notue

Carr J P
Carter Myrtle
Chalfant Nora
Chambers Jno
Chambers S L
Cheek R B
Church J P
Clark J G
Clayton w N

hereby given that
the lullowii tf alphabetical list
contains the names of owners of
real estate upon which taxes are
delinquent, as shown by the tax
rolls of Curry county for the
year 1915, and opposite each
name is set forth the amount of
taxes delinquent upon the real
estate of the person so named,
as shown by the tax rolls of
Curry county, together with the
interest due thereon and the
oost of publication.
YEAR 1915.
Name, Taxes, Int., Cost, Amt.
is

Indue
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9..V2

...v Connor,

'.

Andrews, V.
Abncy. Uawd li. W
Ad.nns. il. !'

K.

I'.arcus.

.17
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-

I

.

8rrv.

!.
Hates.

II. T.

3k

Shumate

1.

t

-

IJelltlimi,
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K. V.
I'.
SiiMe

I

.

1
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ro.keit,

r,
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Bradford. Pauline
Bralt'.n. S. S.

''''''

"'97
--

.

..

Br. wer, I'.. I
Brett er W. II.
w
Bridi;,-- . . i
Kr. iUti. W
S. Brow in II. (ieo. W

Broone,
Brume Harnett
1.

Bur. h,

I

l.l
.!
HI

--'.

n:s.;:.
.'.in

Burdi, J. W.
Brown it Bryan .
Byers, K. (.'.
Bales, C. C. ...
Birnard, C. A.
Border, A. U. .
A.
Bolton.
I. 1'. Bond K
11. Mitchtdl.
Is-i- ni

V.
I. 'J

Barnett, Otho
Ken
Brown, Harry

flruner, Logan

10.1
1'J. 12

13.13

,'.)
Vi.Ti

Srannon,
3ron, J. I..
Brovvnhorn 'l'.iwnite
Browning, C. A.
.
Burch, Henry 'I'.
Burcli, Henry
Buckley, Mrs.
..
Byran, A. Ii
Brice, G. A
Bathy, (icurKc
Bailey, James 1

Berd,

:i.a7
0 yi

M

3M
4.'J'J
17.71
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.3h

.12.11
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10.33
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I

J. li

I'l
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10.1,7
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3.31
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1.111

Jr

1.2
4

I. S.
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1..1.1
. 13

keiture,

-

W. M.

-.

.

,i;.1

.:!..
.39
il.S'.i
.9::
.11.19

--

.21
2

1.1
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.90
.90
.ill
2.20
9.s7
:ix
7.27
1,17
5 13
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T.. li.

llardeiibrook,
"I llarrell, I. B
1
Harris. W. K

S.i

1T3 Harris. A. M
'.9 Harris. W. W.
2.43 ILtssell. John W
Hill, William L.
Hill. A. D.
10.S7 MuaKins. S. H
89 Hughes, Fisher
ns Hunter, A

...

7.93
12.21
.:ix

9.HS
12.3.1
12.3.1
1.94

10.53
.20
1.68
R..10

......
B.

Hutcherson. V. C
Hamlin. James D

W. P.
Harrcll, J. A. F.state
V

fi.37
3.9.1

2.72
.39

"

Howell, W. A.

10.72
3.1. H.I

H

3.30 Harland,

,
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.38
.80
.80
.97
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.88
.73
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Law. son, S

l.eary, Louise
l.insey, Mrs. I ). G.
l.indsev, V. li.
li.
I.oda. M
I. ...la, Mrs, Ida C.
l.ooper, J. D
Looper, V . A
Loving, Ii. M.
Low. Clev.
I.ourey, M. M.
Lyons, J. M.
Lyman, J. U.
I.arimorc, S. C. & M. L
Larimore, S. C. & M. L,
Left wick, t II.
Leonard, Kf fie

...

K.
L

.... ...

.v...!
i

sZ
4

-

Rose F. M.
Rush A. D.
''l'.1 Roper J. A.
';';

Roundtree

-

Olson E. H.
Olson E. H.
Orchard R. C.

Overstreet S. C.
Owen 0. Li
0'Connell Patrick

m On J. L.
0'Brume J. M and Goy
r,
;j" Osman 0. T.
8.09

m Oliver W. T.
J?, Osborn A. J.
m Oliver J. M.
"J Owen Geo B.
:4.i

Padgett

M. M.

Palmer E. P.
i;';,;
s
6;2r
13.27

jj J
7.93

Parker J. L
Parrish W. C.
Patching C. R.
Patterson Chas
Paul J. H.
Perkins W. H.

Ritter J. A.
Richards J. 0.

33.1.1

0'Connell Marjrarett
0'Connell Patrick
ii.'.'" O'done Mike
'f, O'Gee Julia
i!xl O'Gee Julia
Oldham Mr?. B. D.
d4f.

L.

Russell M. J.
Rum tough C. A.
."i
Rynor Ed 0.
' -- '
Robf rts C. W.
lieynold W. L.
'
Rhodes II. F.

J-

33J7

rf

Rupard J.

'

H

K

.64
3.54
.64
15.81
.46
.64
So. 09

.53
.64

12

$10.40
65.73
53
6 97

63
.40
18 28
1 80

15.16
.64
3.54
1.05
.89
.63
32.03
19.64
11.60
12.11
6.86
.65
7.79
10.40
23 47
.40
.40
4 39
5.27

.

.97
6.00

.39
1.16
15 56
.61
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R"w VV. L. and ,1.
Royal Ins. Co.
12.31
I'M Rbss. ll J. M.
Rus.-.f- il
Lillian
1.10 Ryan Thos A.
.''"! Riajan Tom
2. .'.i
Ruddle V. C.
2. 1'.. Robinson E.
II.
Robbins C. C.
12 xx Rhodes
H, F.
10.77
Randleman
W. M.
"'"
21.17 Rub"rt9 0. H.
Ray J. M.
9.09
Repper Jno H.
- H
Redd Wm II.
T.93
Ritter J. A.
"'I
13.27
Ricuardson A. L.
0.92
",:i;! Roe R. R.
13 0
Roberts A. M.
Ruland Addie

7

Lamberson Mattie

8.29
14.04
22.45

9.82

!'

II

F.

,".,-(

.

1211

11.48

I

T

Mamell. Jno. W
Mnehell. S
M l oiinell, 1'. .1. .jl.
Mitchell, W. W
Mott, W. li.
Middeltoti, J. II.
Mayee. li. V
Mosher. J. A.
Marsliall. C. C.
Marshall. C C
Moian. A. F
McMahan, T. !'. McMahan. Tom
M
X'ei.
lf.
Xewnian.
Xewlo.i, S. M.
Xolen. W.

M.

(juigles Robert

:

I

li-

12.11

10.47
9.05
17.31
9.09
8.23

R.iili-r-

i

Joseph
losepll
Mclireir. Mike
Mailrevean. Clenuie
Mc Bride, U.
Miller. D. II
Moiityoinerv. I'. Iv.
M tiller. J.
Moore. J. U.
Mvers, Lucv J.

Xol. n,

Py!e A. A.

Payton
Patton
Penner

R'aij-'t'l'-

ere, Curtis

K.

fi.OO

9.69

1,

r,

n r.,

Prichard J. S.
Pryor A.
Pruitt V. A,
Parker Floyd

Rolph I. T.
Uainbolt Daisy
Randolph W. D.
.97 Hainbolt Daisy
1.21
Reagan Thos R.
Reed Y. 0.
30.51
23.x I Reid Wm C.
23. lx
ln.97 Reynolds Ed F.
1. ;.:;..
Rich Chas
in.,!
Richardson F, S.
12
Rickett & Gaugh
Riggan G. 0.
Riven T. M.
li.ibiDson J. B.

e, I. A
Morris. J. W . Morris. Iv.di T
v

97

12.88
12.92
10.33
12.88

.04
20.23
1.10
4.39

M.

.

1.

Quim Thos H.
Quigles M. B,

.114

0. 93
.4.1
1. M

M

M

IBfi
5.06
.90

PauRie G. C.
IV, .L- A D
i v . n i. a

Palmer Mrs. M.
Parrish Will
Pruitt T. E.
Pinkerton 0. F.

11. XX
10.X3

A. J

M

1.56
.39
.64
13.39

L. C.
A. L.
.'.in
.53
A. J.
.XI
.40 Pool E. B.
.111

Mcl'.ee, V. D
Ale Bride. Doiii;las
McDaniel, William D
Mcliowan, U. J.
Merrill, I'.iiima

Montn

x;
15.53
4.1.32

Ike
C

.3.X
1.112
1.

i

Mary

1

..

6.53

'.i.ii-.-

I

1.

Lovctt, J.
Lovett. S. I'
Lovctt, J. II.
Loftner, J. L.
Londium, Virginia
Looting, L. I'.
Leddy. J. J
Lester, M. F.
Lovett, F. E
Lindsey, M. C.

19.11

I.

I'..

l.

Xorih, J. C
Ni al : Herbert
l .'ll Newton. W J.
Nichols. Mrs. li
1 i
10313 Nelson. W. II.
1;.20 XeNon, 'Near
; Ximit. II. C.
",-iXaluer. John
Smith
Norbv
Xorveood. Albert
ii',,,; Nicholson. P.

M

Love.tt,

23.ni

D. K.

..'s, Norris. Xellie

Lanlord. li. B.
I.ockiniller. C. I
l.ariinore. Walter
l.andis. U. M.
l.andis. M.
l.andis, X. li. .- l.andis. X. li
Loni,'.

.X9

j.i'hj,

I.emoine. li.
Lake, Jn... li.
Lee,
ohn

I.arimorc, II. (
I. ileus, Chas. I'.
Lamb, J. I''
12.11
I.cnan. Jim.
10.1.1
Locker, W W.
4.97 I.ovejoy,
James L.
9.11'..
Lanibcrson, II. A.

12.1
22.1.1

M. L.

Clara

-

J

Lee.

A.

A.
.1.1 Mill.-r- .
:,.:
Mdh r. I. B. -- .
x ::l
M.ller. lames li.
23 'I3! Miller, j li.
1: 21 MiUer, luliiis
.;i:i Milton. Lee

C.
'. A.

.

--

.

T.

73

il.

I

Wire

S:

1

Mar-hal-

Mar-h- .
.'.7 Mariiu.

I'. I'.
Willian

.

.

.

Marsh. Ilatlie li.
Marshall, S. W
Martin. Liz.ie K.
Mavueld, S. B
Ma'vhell. II.
Mayhem U. L.
Mavnard, (,. K.
Meadows, (i. 1'
Meek, Benjamin
Mendeuhall, Curtis
Merritt.
Merst'elder, B. D.
J. II. Meyers and J. Cox
Mevers. I.. II.
Miller, L. J
Miller. Mary F
Miller, Minnie Miller, I. C.
Miser. K. II
Moore, li. W.
Moore ,V Kirkendall
Moore, F. li
Moore, M. li.
Moorcland, li. T.
Mason, Franklin
M;i.u:ir., lie... K.
McComb. H. C
Mersfehhr. Mrs. Su-i- c
Mass. lie... B
Mann, B. F
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1.92
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I
.
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l.ariiuore, W. M. 11.93
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Duncan, Hale
hirhatii, I'. C.
Duvall, (i. K
Dalton, W. A.
DaiiKherty, Mrs. A. J.
Davis, J. I..
Davis. W. T
Davis, ('. A
Deals, J. F.
Doake. W. II
Duster, l;. i.
Drake, Martha J.
Durrett. J. M
Daly. B. 11.
Damerson, W. B. .
Davis & Childcrs
Davis, F. M
Dayton, Anna E.
Dayton, II. J
I

II.

W A
Hamilton, li. A
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B
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'
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I

W
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'
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-

I
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.

I
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.13
3.19
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;
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M
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i
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,
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.1.13

Jam. s.
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ieo. W
irisaniore. S.
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.
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-
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innie F.
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'

l
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w
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I

I
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I
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ilenn, S. T.
.olt, i Miver

i Irci-ii-
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l. I..
I. I
J. K.

i

.."di

s.

Urayl.--

I

lii.ui

oh. Mabel
B.
'urrier.
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.'l.e,
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I.nla J.
( urry,
l.i. 11.
Copeland. W J.
( rain.
J. A.
Cantrell, B.
l.alliter, Sarah I.. .
i arter, K. A.

h.'i

i. W.

.

i

larvis. Jno.

3.911

14.02

Jones. I '. C.
Jones I'.ros.
Jones, K. W.
.97 Jackson.
Lillian M.
Johnson. M. W.
lolin-oAlbert S.
,31.
lohnsoli, II. I'. 0.2H loiies, K. I..
.so; Jackson. J. M.
.3'." lacksoli. Siuillie
10.ot),,nes, Mrs. Vi.da
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M. V
Ben
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1.
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.97
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2.1
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Hen
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John
Han., Ida
u.
nail.
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Cook, J.
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frank
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K.
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I.
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lord.
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i
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Connor,
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1.04

ilarlev,
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W. II.
l imllev, J. W.
I'iunev. W. II.
Fitzhiujh. D. K
I'itliuuh, Kosa
l lovd, li. M.
Floyd, W. 11
l olinstock, C K.
Fi Taker. Susie
I'ornolf, Fred
Freeman. J. li.
Fry. W. W.
I'uqua. J. I..
l utrell. A. I.
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Foster, John
Fttlwood, W. S.
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I
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.

B.
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7.83
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2 69
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McSjiadden, Mary
Molvneaux, II. B.
Martin, T. B.
..13
.'.I," Marshall, F. W
i:..'.;i Marshall, C. C
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.14 Massev, lid
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7
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'...2
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.59
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9.36
6.37
7.01
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.39
.26
.39
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1.21
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12.35
9.06
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11.02
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Sykes Henry G
.26
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J
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10.48
3.30
4 97

11.97
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9.20
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11.97
9 69
9.69
10.34

9.69
15.43
19.29
10.33
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CLOVIS LODGE DIRECTORY AND RELIABLE BUSINESS CONCERNS

LODGE DIRECTORY

Magic City Furniture and
Undertaking Co.

Clovis Lodge A. F. and
A. M., No. 40

(JOHNSON BROS.)

Embalmers and Funeral Directors
LADY ASSISTANT
Day Phone 211.

AMBULANCE SERVICE
Night Phone 235.

at Masonic Hall.
R. L. Pryor, W. M.

a.,

&

' C.

.

:

Embalmer

kp

Day and Nipht Phone

27.

West Grand Avenue.

m

Met8

'

Next door to McFarlin's

.-

kJT

saesal

Fritz

mm

M.

Clovis Phone 392.
WAREHOUSES

CLOVIS, -

PAID FOR HIDES

C. C.

MELROSE,

-

PORTALES,

-

FARWELL.

The Model Grocery

M

B. Herod.

Broom Corn Co.

Broom Corn Brokers

A. B. Austin, Prop.

Secretary.

We sell Groceries and soicit your
Patronage. Best Foods, Lowest

Prices.

No. 36.

-

-

Phone 29.

-

'

WALKER'S MARKET

in Woodmen Hall.

Luke Morton,

Antlers Bldg.

A. L. Gurley

mm

Meets every 2nd a 4th Tueesday night

J. R. WALKER, Proprietor

E. H. Robinson, Clerk.

Clovis Council Praetorians
No. 770.

Fresh and Cured Meats, Fruits
and Vegetables

Meets 2nd and 4th Monday nights at Praetorian Hall
A. S. Fuqua, S. A.
B. M. Brizendine. Rec

Fish and Oysters. A nice line of Pickles, Relishes and
Bottled Goods. Phone 123.

"EVERYTHING
KUDAKo,

m

W.O. W.

Home Killed Meats Our Specialty. Fresh
Vegetables. Fish and Oysters in Season.

.--

mm

Whitetower Lodge

HOUK BROS. Props.

MARKET PRICE

n a r

Elks Home every 2nd and 4th
Wednesday night.

Duckworth, E. R.

Star Market
HIGHEST

I

sm

ar

Clovis Lodge B. P. O. E.

'

Wir''x
W. H.

Phone

ar

Phone 32.

J. Whiting, Secretary.

Meets every Thursday night at
Masonic Hall.
Lem A. Wright, Secretary.

f

If,)'!

14. Both

n iiiiii i - J

J. P. Denny, N. G.

Manager Clovis Cemetery
Phone

A.

No 31

V. STEED

Undertaker

We are Agents for Eight of the
BEST OLD LINE COMPANIES

Meets every 1st and 3rd Tuesday night

si

0.

The Curren Agency
INSURANCE

IN DRUGS

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR YOUR MONEY

TALKING MACHINES. INDIAN GOODS, CURIOS. SOUVENIRS.

REFUNDED"

CUT GLASS,

BOOKS, STATIONERY.

IVORY, ETC.

The Southwestern Drug Company

Free Delivery

TAg

'fexaJZl

Telephone 58.

Store

W, II. DITCKWMItTII, Ownor.
vvedeliver by Farcel Post, anything ordered from us in our line, when the order amounts to one dollar or more, and cash is sent with the order.

Delinquent Tax List
(Continued)

Smart

S G

Sorrows Wiley S
Sullins Flem J
Smith J A
Stockton Martha A
Stockton Nora
Shaver J W
Santa Fe Pac. R R Co
Salchow Hulla
Siegner A E
Santa Fe Land Imp. Co.
Shield Nora L
Shipman W II

Skipwith C E
Slaton C E
Smith A E
Smith Albert F
Smith I P Etate
Smith Jno R
Smith Margarett
Smith MB
Smith RW
Smith Susie
S tellings R H

SnoudenNT
Southwestern
Spears T L
Spieer M C
Stanford R P
St Clair HE

S L & B A

StCliirNA
Stewart ME

Stinson J M
Stokes W H
Stowell L S
Street J Watson
Stringfellow NT
Stroud Pike

Stuart

W

J

Swearingen Mattie
Sweet A E
Scarbough L W

SipeAJ
Smith Heberd
Smith J P
Stevens E F
Stevens E F
Sledge Geo L
Sanders Lyman
Steed Eoline
Stanford J M
Sparks L J
Singleterry B O
Soward J W

17.22
8.50
13.90
4.81
9.G9
9.G9
8 54

13.51
17.25
15 83

61.78
2.68
,C4
.f 9

Siegner A E
Sebastain Sallie E
Sebastian L E
Shirk Phillip
Shean J L
Shumard II L
Shrum J G
Simmons L B
Smith Homer
Smith Cora
Snider J H
Snider M
Stockard Maddie
Standridge S W
Stevens J J
Stevens Viola Est.

17.76 .Steele Geo P

.46 Taylor Joseph F
.46 Tate Vernon
4.39 Tate T S
14.67 Tatroe Annie
.26 Thacker ED
.63 Thompson Terry
1.16 Thomas C E
C8.64 Thamas F M
9.21 Trigg W S
1.84 Truelove Otis
21.19 Truelove and Well
14 56 Try or J J
.46 Turner Lucy
1.73 Tykeson Chas
6.97 Tyzzer S C
27.52 Talley J T
.97 Taylor M T
4.13 Taylor J A
Terry J T
28.89
Tenney OH
1 32
Thompson
Bob
1.84
B J
Turner
2.69
5.60 Tudor Richard B.
21.19 Turner Mary E
.53 Trammell Thos
Taylor Mrs. Carrie
5.26
1.13
.43
19.16
.59
4.73

Tillson G W
Thane as WN
Thamas A B
Toom Minnie
Turner W S

Turner Allen E
3.19
Turentine R E
.59
Taylor James A
.25
Tillery Floyd
.25
Taylor James M
.25
Thamas LD
21.18 Tate Vernon
11.60 Thompson Will
7.01 Trimble Sarah

1G.06

9.88
9.88
10.79
.77
.26
.52
4.02
.26
.26
.64
1.13
11.18
9.69
.77
6.63
1.42
72 06
2.18
.53
.64
8 35
.64
19.42
.64
.93
29.20
.81

Taylor W W
Taylor Jno B
Taylor J H
Taylor M M
Taylor W L
Vinyard R C
Vermillion Henry F
Vannatta George

41.42
24.11
7.11
5.99
6.05
6.55
.25
6. 53

watts J

20.22
2.67
8.03
8.03
24.11
9.36
11.34
10.34
.98
3.39
2.07
1.42
1.42
7.77
12.88
7.63
15.42
104.15

N

whiteheod A E
walker Junius
walker T D
war ted w B
white EE
Williams Jno I
westfall Geo
Yoreman H w
Yossett Dollie
Young Jno A
Young J B
Younger J. B.

jijijijijijijijijijijtjijijijiji
Notice of Suit
In the District Court of
5 Money!
Money!
Curry County, New Mexico
Lou Delia Robinson, Plaintiff,
vs.

Fred

G.

We want your farm
loans. Can handle
them on short notice.

Robinson. Defendant.
No. 995.

To the defendant, Fred G.
Robinson, in the above suit:
See us atonce!
You will take notice that a
4.81
The
suit has been filed against you
.46
court
fifth
the
of
in
district
the
Union
Mortgage
Co.
1.16
judicial district, Curry County,
3.54 Youngblood J A
New Mexico, in which Lou Del-l11.44 Bradley 0 L
Robinson is plaintiff and Fred
13.97 Hutchins
,
G.
Robinson is defendant and
10.76 Hoover J F
995 on the docket of
numbered
Mitchell
69
2
Cw
court.
said
.46
Notice is further given that
You are further notified that
Williams CR
3.20 the undersigned Treasurer and
For good, sanitary plumbgeneral objects of said suit
the
Williams Jacob S
16.18
Collector of Curry
ing that will stand the test.
defollows:as
to
secure
a
are
Wallace J A
184 county, will on the 22nd day of
phon 407
Wilson Joe
5.23 July, 1916, offer for sale at pub- cree of divorce dissolving the
Wilson and LaShear
4 39 lic auction at the front door of dissolving the marriage relation
Wilson w M
1 81 the Court house at Clovis, Curry existing between the plaintiff
Let us figure on your work
Wilson S M
.39 County, State of New Mexico in and defendant in this cause, and
plainchange
of
to
name
the
the
Winegar & Morrison
26.67 the manner and form provided
Notice for Publication.
Wire Lewis
4 03 by law, beginning at the hour tiff to Lou Delia Giles, and to
6.45 Woods L M
property rights beNon coal land
.97 of 10 o'clock in the forenoon, settle all
Department of the Interior. U. 8. land office at
2.51 Wrather
5.62 separately and in consecutive tween plaintiff and defendant.
JR
Turumrarl. N. M June. 10th. 191A.
1.86 Wrathers Dulaney & Ross
You are further notified that Notice In hereby given that Jnmea Blorkson.
5.87 order, each parcel of real estate
Tcxieo. New Mexico. Route No. 2. who on
.97 Wren S T
you fail to appear or plead in of
if
.97 upon which taxes are delinquent
December 21t l'JIl. made Original Homentead
.73 WyllieRobtE
Entry No. 0Ha.ll furNW
8ec. 17 and who
1.16 or as much thereof as may be this cause on or before August on
1914 made additional Homestead
October
1.97 Webb C A
will be Entry
.5!) necessary to realize the amount 21st, 1916, judgement
No. 0174S7 for W
S W
NE
CW
1.35 Williams
I. see. 17, township S N. R 87 E.
Emma
3.19 due; and that the said sale will rendered against you in said N. M.LotP. M.
Died
haa
notice
of
Intentlonto
make
.73
Whitehead A E
23.17 be continued from day to day. cause by default and the plain- Anal
proof to establish claim to the
8 58
apply
will
to
court
for
tiff
the
land
above
described
William
before
.
J.
Curren.
winter ws
33 30 not later than Four O'clock in
U. 8. Commissioner, at hia office In Clovis, N. ..
.73 word Jno B
16.06 the afternoon of each day, until the relief sought in the com on the l'.ith day of July. 1016.
19.92
plaint
herein,
Claimant names a wltneeaee:
wheatley Roy
.25 all of said real estate shall have
Nelson Bettia. Thoinaa A. Slater. Veorire P.
.25 Wallace J A
attorney
is
W.
A.
Havener
for
43.51 been sold or until the amount
McLean and Juhn M. Barry all or Toxica, N. M.
.25 wheeler wm
H. P. Donohoo, ReRlater.
6.71 due shall have been realized or the plaintiff and his postoffice June
12 88
Clovis,
address
is
and
business
wheeler Arthur
24.22 paid, such sale shall not contin40.32 Wiley Edith
14.65 ue exceeding thirty (30) days New Mexico.
7.93
Notice for Publication.
In witness whereof I havs
wells Joseph C
6.26 until all of said real estate has
014BS8
12.35
my
hand
and
set
hereunto
af
2.94 been sold.
willett Jno J
Department of the Interior. V. 8. Land Office
14.69
of said court this at Tucumeari. N. M., June. 10th. 1916.
walker wc
.52 Witness my hand, this the 15th fixed the seal
Notice la hen by riven
,39
that Clara M. E.
1916.
day
June
of
21th
1916.
day
June,
of
walker EG
12.48
Vautrhan. of Tex loo, N. M.. who, on Auiruat
24.61
County
L.
Await,
A.
Clerk.
R. E. BROWN,
II. 1910, made Homestead Entry. No. Oitea for
Willis T E
.25
4.94
By Mae Litchfield, Deputy. South half Section 18. Townahlp 5 N.. Ransre ST
ColTreasurer and
white T A
.26
E.. N. M. P. Meridian, haa filed notice of
.77 White Nola
lector of Curry County. State (Seal)
tention to make Pinal five Year Proof. Is
6.12
Mexico.
19.26
establish claim to the land above described, beof
New
July7.
16
J.
wood F H
.52
fore W. I. Curren. U. 8. Commissioner, at
8.41
Clovla. N. U.. en the 18th day of July. Ula.
Wyatt LA
.26
SELL YOUR HIDE to R. H.
Hoes, Rakes and Garden Tools' Claimant names aa witneaaee:
4.97 Williams
James K
4.81 Morrow Hide and Poultry Co.
James T. Brooks. Jeeob R. John .tun. Charles
12.11
C Sinatleterry and Benjamin P. Freeman, all of
9.82 They bring the most money
12.88 wagner Jno w
Texieo, N. M.
10.20 green.
Located at mcr anin s
R. P. DONOHOO. Resistor.
6.37 watkins R R
June. ICjuly.
21.82 Wright L R
4.97 wagon yard. Phone 71.
Voden Geo

M

Vanaken Ellis
Vaughn James L
Walker J C
Watson Jack
Wearry Jno
West L C
Wetmore Fred
Whitehead Robt L
Widmiar M
Williams Bertha R

.38

15 43

a

Plumbing
Work,..

V. J. HIVELY
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Curry County Institute

DIAMOND

(Crowded out last week)
Curry County Institute convened at Clovis Monday June 19.

S

Through the eaurtesy cf the
Clovis citizens the Institute is in
progress at the High School
building. Sessijn extend from
7:00 a. m. to 12 M.
Many of the teachers of Curry
County are attending the State
Normal this year, still with
several teachers from Roosevelt
ai.d Quay counties the enroll-H- i
cut is Sii

Blue White Wesseltons

and
Blue Jaegers
ft.
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No investment pays such enormous returns
as stock in Rubber Companies.

53

Is
H'

j

Rubber Companies are not only the best paying investments but challenge the industrial and commerciV.i vend
(or safety of the amotmi iiwslecl. Ask the most skoj.'tical
to point out a single failure. Ask the most
to point out one Rubber Company that has been in
operation one full year that could not pay from its earned
ICQ per cent upon the capital invested.
Is .your money earning 100 per cent? If not, you
should invest in the stock of the

:
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Railroad Strike?

SALE STILL ONI

Faced by demands from the conductors, engineers, firemen and brakemen
that would impose on the country an additional burden in transportation costs of
$100,000,000 a year, the railroads propose that this waj e problem be settled by
reference to an impartial Federal tribunal.
With these employes, whose efficient service is acknowledged, the railroads
have no differences that could not be considered fairly and decided justly by such
a public body.

WE HAVENT MOVED YET, But
within a few days, we will move in
to our own building three doors south
of our present location, in the build-

Railroads Urge Public Inquiry and Arbitration

ing formerly occupied by Busby's
grocery, where we will be glad to see
our friends and customers. We expect this to be OUR LAST MOVE
and in order to clean up, we are
making sacrifice prices on EVERYTHING during this big sale. Although
warm weather has just commenced,
we must CLEAN UP on our summer
goods. See our Sport Hats from 50c
up. We still have a few trimmed hats
which will go at remarkably low
prices. Everything in Ready-to-weSuits, Dresses, Children's Dresses and
Underwear must be closed out during
this sale. We can save YOU money

The formal proposal of the railroads to the employes for the settlement of

the controversy is as follows:

"Our conferences hire demonitrattd that we cannot harmonize our difference ol opinion and thai eventually the
Therefore, we propose that your
mattrra In controvert? mutt be pasted upon by other and ditintetetted ageoeiet
propotalt and the proposition ol the railways be disposed o by one or the other of the following metliods:
1. Preferably bv lubmiuion to the Interstate Commerce Commission, the only tribunal which, by reason of its
accumulated information bearing on railway conditions and its control of the revenue of the railways, is in a position to consider and protect the rights and equities of all the interests alfected, and to provide additional revenue
necessary to meet the added cost of operation in case your propotalt are found by the Commission to be just aid
reasonable; or, in the event the Interstate Commerce Commission cannot, under timing lawt, art in the premises,
that we jointly request Congress to take such action at may be necettary to enable the Commission to consider and
promptly dispose of the questiona involved ; or
I. By arbitration in accordance with the provisions of the federal law" ( The Newlsnds Act).

Leaders Refuse Offer and Take Strike Vote
Leaders of the train service brothorhoods, at the joint conference held in New
York, June
refused the offer of the railroads to submit the issue to arbitration
Federal
review, and the employes are now voting on the question whether
or
strike.
authority shall be given these leaders to declare a nation-widThe Interstate Commerce Commission is proposed by the railroads as the
public body to which this issue ought to be referred for these reasons:
5,

e

ployes as wages; and the monev to ty increased wages
can come from no oilier source than the rales paid
by the public.
The Interstate Commerce Commission, with ill control over rates, it in a position to make a complete
investigation and render such ilri iiion as would protect the intrrestt of the railroad employes, the owners
of the railroadt, and the public.

No other body with such an intimate knowledge
of railroad conditinnt hat such an unquestioned position in the public confidence.

The rates the railroads may charge the public for
are now largely fixed by this Government Imard.
Out ut every dollar rereiveil by the railroads from
it paid directly to the em
the public nearly one-ha- lf

trannriatiiin

ar

A Question For the Public to Decide
The railroads feci that they have no right to grant a wage preferment of
$ 100,000,000 a vcar to these employes, now highly paid and constituting only
)
of all the employes, without a clear mandate from a public tribunal that
shall determine the merits of the case after a review of all the facts.
The single issue before the country is whether this controversy is to be settled by an
impartial Government inquiry or by industrial warfare.
National Conference Committee of the Railvays

Come and see.
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Produce Market Report

Local and Personal
Dr. McGe, of Elida. was in
Clovis Thursday on business.

Springfield went to
Roswell Saturday on a business
Harry

mission.
Miss Nanon Noble left Saturday for Amarillo where she will
attend a business college
W. L. Mansfield,
the real
estate dealer returned from Denver Sunday,

The State Convention of the
W. C. T.

U.

will

Mountainair, July

be held

at

20 21 1916.

W. W. Metcalf. of the Hollene
country, was in the city on business Wednesday.
Reuben Knight was over from
Amarillo this week visiting: his
ister, Miss Mary Knight.
W. H. Ramey and wife, of
Wellington. Kans., have arrived
to visit their son. Cash Ramey,
and family.
W. J. Caveny, wife and baby,
have returned from a visit with
relatives in Newton, Kans.

Pearl H. Sammons, the Melrose real estate dealer, was in
the city on business Wednesday.
Ed Mears, is back from the
oil fields of Oklahoma, where he
is financially interested.
E. F. Ilardwick spent a few
days this week in Artcsia and
Roswell transacting business.
Miss Ethel Herby has returned
from a several days' visit with
the R. N. Hagler family in the
vicinity of Locust Grove.
J. E. Garrison has returned to
his home in Lubbock, Texas,
after spending several days here
on business.
W. E. Mills, one of the best
in the northwest
part of the county, was in the
city Tlursiluy and bought tome
milk cows from J. H. Shepard.
stock-farmer- s

Mrs. W. T. lilakey and
It it so happened that you
dren of Ft. Worth, Texas, arc mailed a letter which was for Clovis Creamery & Produce Co.
24 cts
visiting her sister-in-laMrs. warded from Clovis on train No. Butter Fat per lb
" "
10 cts
114, which was wrecked by the Hens
J, II. Shepard.
"
"
17
12 et
Dr. J. I). Lynch, of Melrose, washout jost east of Woodward, Friers
"
"
2
17
cts
Broilers
was in the city on court business Oklahoma, on June 5th, and
" "
10 cts
Turkeys.
reply
thereto,
a
received
haven't
Wednesday. He reports a big
8 cts
and Geese
rain in the Melrose country Tues just be patient. Your letter may Ducks
" doz
...15 cts
Eggs
you
of
come
these
to
back
somt
day night.
days from the postoffise depart
F. W. James is having his ment, all water soaked; or, may
front room,
For Rent-E- ast
The be the absence of sufficient cool and quiet. No children in
wheat cut this week.
harvesters say that it will thrash means of identification will ne- home. Electric lights, bath and
twenty bushels to the acre.
cessitate the letter going to the toilet. Low rate te road man,
of Clovis dead letter office at Washington, fine place for one employed
A large number
people attended the celebration D. C, and you will receive no nights. 108 South Rancher St.
at Havener on the 4th. All say reply to it at all. And, it is also 2nd house south of Grand Ave.
that i; was a complete and grati- possible that some of the mail .
was washed down the river and
fying success.
Notice of Suit
lost. The mail car was not got
Charlie Wells has returned ten out of the river until the To Andrew E. Black:
from Columbus on the border, Friday following the wreck,
You will take notice that
where he made the acquaintancewhen it was taken to Wichita, a suit has been filed and is now
ship of some of the soldier boys. where the water soaked mail pending in the District Court of
Curry County, New Mexico, in
C. E. Fimple, of Clovis, and was worked over. Much of it,
which Etta Lee Black is plaintbadly
was
so
however,
water
Miss Mammie Green
iff
and you the said Andrew E.
all
identification
soaked
that
married on the 4th at the Metho
Black,
are defendant, and that
this,
obliterated
and
were
marks
by
H.
Rev. J.
diet parsonage
is numbered 999 on
cause
said
of course, will be destroyed.
Messer.
the Civil Docket of said Court;
Miss
Bryan Hughes
Bratton,
Childrens Dresses.
tf and that Patton & post-officKatheryne Brown were married
e
and
whose
business
Rcdua).
A. J.
by Rev. J. H. Messer at the
Clovis,
Mexico,
New
is
address
FOR SALE One span six are attorneys for plaintiff in
parsonage on the 5th. They re
year mules match fairly well, said suit.
side in the country.
height 14 hands one inch, ten
You will further take notice
J. P. Brown, of Grady, was in year old work horse weight
the city Thursday to meet his 1050 pounds, also some choice that the general object ef said
suit is that the said plaintiff ob
laughter, Mrs. Frazer, of ElecJersy pigs.

Highway Garage

1--

lt-pd-

were

New and Fire Proof
North Main Street
Phone 402

Full Line of Casings
and Accessories.

Jones & Lindley
Ford Agents
CLOVIS,

NEW MEXICO.

Davidson's Transfer and Storage
STORAGE FREE I
All Kinds of Transfer Work Solicited.
First Class CAR SERVICE at All Times.
Clovis, New Mexico.
P. 0. Box 544.
Phones 85 and 152.

and

We Extend To You

-

registered Duroc
tra, Texas, who came to visit Come and see this stock at our
He lives about 9 miles
him.
farm seven miles north of Texi-cGrady.
from
J. M. Heinz.
Forrest Long has returned
from Columbus when? he went
Complete stock of well supplies
a member of company "K."
Barry Hardware Co.
His time of enlistment had exPeters Shoe all Leather,
pired.
A. J. Rodes.
tf
For Sale:- -1 4 sec. of land NE
of Melrose. Price $1200.00 Inquire A. B. Simmons, 507 E..
Madison Ave., Arkansas City,
It
Kans.
M. V. White, Prop.
Electric light globes and
All that the name signifies
Sar.itnry in every rrreot
Ba'lj-.lov. t
t

o.

The Sanitary

Barber Shop.

tain and recover a decree of divorce from you upon the grounds
of desertio l and
You will further take notice
that unless you appear, answer
or plead in said suit on or before
the 5th day of August, 1916,
judgment by default will be
rendered against you, and plaintiff will apply to the Court for
the relief prayed for in her complaint filed in said suit.
In Witness Whereof, I have
hereunto net my hand as Clerk
of said Court, and affixed the
seal of said Court, this the 22nd
da;, of June, 1910.
non-suppor- t.

A. L. A WALT,

.

J

21

14

County Clork.

WSm

every baking delicacy of
the day. We guarantee a
perfect baking and a perfect product from the best
flour.
Our bread represents the final accomplish-men- t
in fine bread baking.
You will be pleased to enlist yourself as one of our
customers.

Clovis Bakery
A. C. PAPPE, Proprietor

West Otero Street

THE CLOVIS NEWS
"Come!" called the major, and tht
man stepped inalde.
"Sir," he said, "the officer who com COUPLE DIVORCED
manded the prisoners has asked mc
to ask the major if be can see him."
Go and tell the sor
"Certainly.
LESS THAN A DAY
geant of the guard to send him U
here under guard."
The soldier left.
"Now," thought Major Updyke, '" Man Visits Newly Separated
wonder
It
what new devilment
Wife in Evening and Reconafoot?"
ciliation Follows.
A moment later the Mexican captain of Infantry entered the tent and
introduced himself as El Capitan

AFOUL

NEMS
MEN

lAr Capl

George B.

8YNOPSIS.
Automobile of Mis Dorothy Upton end
friend, Mn. Kane, breaks down at New
tioroVr jmtrol
commanded
Mxlo
by Lieutenant Kynaaton.
The two worn- n are on way to mine of Mian Upton's
father, lorudnl a few miles arroaii the
Mexlcun border. Kynaston leaves women
nt IiIh cnmi while he kopk with a detail
to tnvestlKute report of Vllln gun runners.
Villa troopg drive small force of t'ltr-lanz- a
nrroHH tiorder line and they surrenorothy and Mrs. Kano
der to Kynaaton.
ramp when Kynaaton returns wllh
at
ami
prlannera. illlnd Mexlran priest appears
In rnnip nnd rlttlma Interned Mexicans
have In the spoils lirotiKht arm the line
a wonderftil emerald bell stolen from a
shrine by Zapata and taken from him ly
C'arranta troops. I'rlest Is archlnic for
In onler to return It to the
the emi-rnlshrtne. Kynnston finds Jewel and reporis
to department headquarters. Mnjor Updyke appears from headquarters to take
churge of valuables captured.

Would you risk your job, and
a perhaps your whole future In
life, to rescue two American la- 4. diet from a house besieged by a
Mexican bandits? Or would you
stick to your Job and watch a
gang of liquor-firehalfbreeds
bind and carry the women away
X
to a fate worse than death t

J

d

ee4e4eee4eeeeeee
CHAPTER
Continued.
III

"I believe I'll send a detail over
Is going on, sir. Sergeant, go and tell the old priest that
the major and I are leaving ramp and
shall not return till morning. Report
to me at my tent when you have told
him. Now, major. If you care to go
along I ran give you a change of clothing and a fairly good horse to ride."
The major nodded ansont.
"Of course I'll go. That's what I
ramo down hero for to see for myselfand tell the general Just how
things are going. Here come the
horses now."
Ten minutes later they trotted lei- surely out of tho camp, headed south-east- .

there to see what

A horned moon was swinging

Joyfully the grizzled soldier depart
ed. Soon his men were scurrying
about among the tents. While stuffing
his belt full of cartrldgea Kynaston
was interrupted by an eager orderly.
"Sir, the major presents his compliments and says that tho lieutenant had
better turn over to him any valuables
that he has In camp, If he Is going
to leave for any length of time."
Kynaston gasped. In the thought of
seeing Mrs. Kane again he had forgotten the saddlebags and tho Jewel. He
dashed across the tent, seized the saddlebags, and hurried to the tent that
had been pitched for tho major.
"Here It is, sir. I'm glad you
thought of It. I'd hava gone and left
it on the floor of my tent if It had not
been for you. Here it
He unbuckled the bags and turned
out upon the little camp table, the
mass of dirty oiled rags that
he had so curiously unwrapped a few
hours before.
"I'd have been in a nice mess," he
said frankly, "If I'd left this here and
someone had walked off with It. Good
thing for me that you're here, sir. I
ran leave It here wit'- you till I return.
What Is It, trumpetor?"
For a disheveled and excited trumpeter had thrUBt his way Into the tent.
"Sir, Sergeant Black has directed mo
to Inform the troop commander that
the old padre has left the camp. The

Is"

pack-mule-

s

scribe It, at least."
"I ask," Insisted the Mexican, "that

he bo questioned in my presenco as
to how and where and why the stono
came Into our possession. It is true
that the stone was looted from the
south by tho rebels. It Is also true
that we defeated them in open fight
and that they fled, leaving their

RESUME MARRIED LIFE
Judge Grants Petition to Annul Sepa

rationChild's

Fondnesa for Both
In Bringing
Couple Together.

Parents Plays Part

St

Louis. After being divorced lest
than 24 hours, Mr. and Mrs. N. II,
Schlmmel of 6023A Washington ave
nue had the decree of divorce set aside
and resumed life as man and wife. The
divorce was granted to Mrs. Schimmel
by Judgo Shields upon her petition that
her husband would not speuk with her,
became angry upon little provocation
and was particularly angry when she
returned homo late one evening when
she had been working In a contest to
win an automobile.
Both Wanted Divorce Annulled.
Moth Mr. and Mrs. Schlmmel had
signed a stipulation which was pre
sented to Judge Shields asking that
the divorce decree be set aside.
Schlmmel, under the terms of the divorce suit had paid his wife a gross
sum. not mentioned In the suit, in
lieu of alimony.
According to E. W. ForiBtel, the
attorney who presented the stipula
tion to the court, Schimmel visited
his newly divorced wife and a reconciliation was effected. The couple have
one child, Nathaniel, Jr., and his fondness for both parents is said to have
played a large part In the reconciliation.
The Schimmels wore married In
1912. At the time Mrs. Schlmmel
brought suit for divorce one of her
witnesses was Abe Altman, a lawyer,
who testllled that he and his wife were
at the Srhlmmel home the night before the separation. He testified that
a game of penny ante poker was played
and that when Mrs. Schimmel lost all
of her chips that she went around the
table to where her husband wus sitting.
Took Husband's Poker Chips.
All man testllled that Mrs. Schlmmel placed one arm around her hus- -

KIDNEY MEDICINE

RELIABLE

wiih to state that in the seven years
that I have sold Dr. Kilmer's Swamp-Roo- t
I have never known of a single customer who did not feel satisfied with the
results obtained from its use sad sneak
very favorably regarding Swamp Root.
They always come back and ak for it and
that in itaelf is s sufficient guarantee of
the value of the preparation in the troubles for which it ii intended. It is a splen
did kidney medicine and 1 take happiness
in handling and selling same.
Very trulv yours,
LIEXHART PHARMACY,
C. J. Lien hart, Prop.
Dee. 24th, 1018.
Norman, Neb.
Prove What Swamp-Roo- t
Will Do For Yo
Co.,
bend ten cents to Dr. Kilmer
Binghamlon. N. Y., for a sample size bottle. It will convince anvone. You will
also receive a booklet of valuable information, telling about the kidneys and bladder. Wben writing, be sure and mention
thia paper. Regular 6fty-cen- t
and one-dollsite bottles for sale st all drug
stores. Adv.

I

Not Available This Year.
The Rev. W. II. Book, pastor of
the Tubornaclo Christian church of
Columbus, is telling a story told him
by a schoolteacher In a county not
far from Bartholomow. The toucher and the township trustee were
talking over plans for the annual
school commoncemont.
Tho question of a speaker for commencement
arose.
"Let's get this hero Rip Van Winkle to mudo the speech," suggested
the township trustee.
Burpriscd
tho
"Who?"
asked
teacher.
"Why, this here Rip Van Winkle,"
the trustee replied. "I've heurd a
good deal about him and I thought
maybe he might make a right sniurt
speech."
The teacher had to tell the trustee
that Rip was not available for
addresses this year.
Between Two Fires.
The young doctor and his friend.
the drug clerk, were sitting at tho
club window, when a richly dressed
woman passed.
"Thnro goes the only woman I ever
loved," sighed the young M. 1).
"CoT" queried the other. "Then why
don't you marry her?"
"Can't afford It," replied tho pill dis
tributer, "she's my beBt patient."
Fooledl He Bit.
"Yes, I told father that white poker
chip 1 dropped was a peppermint tab
let."
'Did he swallow
Herold.
lt?"--Ilob-

-

Irrefutable Evidence.
"She belonga to a fine old family,
does she not ?"
"Ob, yea. She la related to a numpeople who never
ber of
mention the fact."
well-know-

rpif.rpgT. raixmq gintHFasj
lr. Tjiuii Trial Bcrrri.a Kiiss.
liitlnwniu.

rtT, OulrlilT. Flf'r fears f nlnwrmpl4
Stopixd
Kline's BJpllepar Medicine laiuree
of

ILLjAb COM PANS', Mad Hank, M.

"Theso mules we raptured, and
afterward were compelled to abandon
when the rebels had received
forcements and drove us across tho
border. Then, Bcnor, your nontenant
held us as prisoners of war and took
our bnggage.
"I ask this, senor, because one of
my men has told thnt ha saw the
blind priest leave tlio eamp a short
tlmo ago. I know him well enough
to know thnt if he has left a good bed
and good meals he must have had
May I see the stono,
Bound reason.
senor, to bo assured of Its safety?"
Major Updyke hesitated. A refusal
of the request, which was but reasonable, would certainly
create susA
picions of Kynnston's honesty.
statement of the actual condition of
affairs would not bo believed.
He
temporized.
"Senor Kynaston turned over the
saddle-bagto me a while ago," he
said. "I think it would be better to
wait until ho returns."
"nut, fengr,?, persisted the Mexican, "did you see the b'ell? It Is a
wonderful stone?" Did you boo it?"
"No, I have not seen It; In fact,
Bonor, to bo perfectly frank with you.
when Senor Kynaston sent for tho
to him about the matpadre to sp.-ater of the Hull, the padre had left
the camp and the stone was gone."
The Mexican started.
"Senor," he said, "I had feared
some such thing. El viejo dlnhlo! I
might have known thnt some such
thing would happen If tho lieutenant
mind as he is,
were not warned,
thnt old rascal can see more with his
sightless eyes than many sound men
with two. Where Is the lieutenant,

IF YOU OK ANT FRIEND
Suffer with Hhrumailnm or Neuritis, aeuteor
rtironle, write fur my FUK BOOK on Kheurnn-HhiIw Cause and Cure. Mont wonderful buna
ever written, It'a absolutely FKKB. Jesae A.
Caae, Dept. U. W., liruekiuu, Uwa Adv.

Worth Sitting Up For.
"Duhwitito looks rather worn and
haggard."
"He's had too many sleepless nights
lutcly."
"He ought to tn ko something."
"True. Ho says If ho wins a few
more Jackpots he'll be uble to take a
trip to Canada thia summer."
She Couldn't Understand.
Mamie Why did you leave your
IttBt pluco?"
Kutie The master and missus was
quarreling
behind
forever
locked
doors.
"Hut wasn't there a kejhole?"
"Yes. but they always, quarreled in
French."
His Identity.
We met a man with the most
lugubrious cast of countenance that we had ever seen. Gloom
sat on his brow like a brooding condor on her nest and an abysmal sadness seemed dovouring him.
"Ah!" sold we, "we porcolve that
you aro n celebrated wag. for. In sooth,
we have nevor before In all of woe's
appointed wuys beheld such a personification of wretchedness."
"No," ho replied, "I am not a humorist. I feel as Bad an I look. I am a
pacifist, and bolieve that preparedness
will Inevitably bring on war."
"You do well to mourn your awful
condition," wo returned. "If you were
a humorist you might get over It. But
you aro a dad burned fool, and there
Is no help for you! "

re-e- n

cloud-cappe-

Mils After

They
Them.

Mile

Put

Behind

sentry on tho picket lino soys he seen
him pull his freight out on the trail
that leads up on the mesa just after
the lieutenant and tho major went out

of camp an hour ago."
Kynaston, his brow wrinkled with
astonishment, picked the bunch of rags
to pieces.
Then he began frenziedly to turn
over tho sadtllo-bags- .
Finally turning
them irmlilo out ho threw bags und
rags upon tho blanket-coveretable
and leaned furwrrd with whitened
face.
"Tho Hell Is gone!" ho said In a
sergeant?"
voice
that shook with anger and morpuzzled
sergeant
a moment or
The
"The Bell is gone!"
tification.
two. Then:
"Sir, I know. It's the Santa Cruz
CHAPTER IV.
mine, whore the T'ptons live. As sure
as I live, sir, the rebels are altackln'
Across ths Line.
the mine! Don't you remember, sir,
A long silence tell. Kynaston was
Mr. Vpton came through with tho two
ladles today? Sure as anything, them the first to break tt.
"Sergeant," he said quickly, "send
rebels have attacked the place; heaven help the t'ptons!" he ejaculated. two men to round up that old priest.
He cannot have got very far, tor he
"Any orders, sir?"
is blind and could not see his road.
Kynaston turned to Vpdyke.
"I know, sir, what tho orders are. Stay after him till you get him and
I know the orders are very strict that then bring him back here to me.
"I want a few words wllh him,"
no American shall cross the line unless he has a residence there. I wish ho added grimly.
"Isn't this a sweet mess?" be said,
you were deaf, dumb and blind for a
turning to Major L'pdyke.
few hours."
Tho older officer nodded.
In the dsrkncss Major Updyke
"Kynaston,"
he said presently,
grinned behind his hand.
"take my advice and send a wire at
"Why?" he asked.
"If you were," said Kynaston slowly, once to department headquarters re"I'd go back to my camp and
There porting the loss of the stone. It's too
are two American women over there," valuable a thing to leave to chance.
Don't you see that when those prisonbe concluded lamely.
"I am dear and blind," said Major ers of yours discover that it has been
Updyke Impressively. "I can neither Inst they'll put up an awful howl?
see nor hear at night. I am quite sure Then if any Investigation is made, It'll
only show that you had the stone in
your possession, and that you declined
"Twos left about! Gallop!"
The orders shot out like the shots to turn it over to the priest. The
make capital of It, and you'll
from a machine gun; almost before he
knew It the major found himself gal- achieve a very undesirable notoriety.
Report the matter at once. If you'll
loping back to the little camp.
"Have twenty men saddle up at write out a wire I'll send it for you.
once, sergeant!" cried Kynaston. When will you be back?"
"In three hours at most, sir, I think.
"Take nothing but canteens, rifles, and
a hundred rounds of ammunition per I can't thank you enough, sir, for
the Interest you have taken. Here's
man. Get the men ready at once."
The Bcrgeant hesitated and Anally the message, sir."
Ha scribbled a curt message and
ventured on liberty that was rare Inswung into saddle.
deed for htm.
"Good by, major!
I'll be back in a
"Sir, Is the lieutenant goln' to cross
the line?" he asked. "Do you remem- little while. Adlos. sir. Right by
ber, sir, what the orders are? It'll twos! Trot, march! Route order!"
And the little squad of ezclted cavcost the lieutenant his commission."
"If it'll cost my commission to help alrymen moved quickly off up the
a couple of American ladles who are road.
After Kynaston left blm Major
In trouble then I'll have to pay the
price, sergeant. Hurry up! Tell that Updyke eat deep in thought for some
old priest to come over to my tent at time. He was finally roused by a sol.
dier's rapping gently on the
no.'
Made-shape-

that"

tent-pole-

senor?"

"He, too, has left ramp, and ho has
sent a pnrty to arrest tho padre
wherever they shall find him. Rent
content, senor, the Jewel will be recovered, and when It Is recovered It
will not again be placed in Jeopardy.
Will yo not sit down and have a
cigar? I can guarantee them. The;
come from your own state of Tam
aulipas."
In the meantime Kynaston, with
bis men, had pushed on across the
range, from which he had seen, earlier
in the evening, the flames that told
him of the attack upon the Santa Cruz
mine. The mine lay a long three miles
across the border; but though well
he knew that under the existing orders
ho had no busines across the line, yet
he pushed on without hesitation.
Mile after mile they put behind
them as a carpenter throws shavings behind him. Finally they paused
on a little declivity looking down toward the great aweep of the range,
on the farther slope of which stood
the minehousea.
1

Do you believe the old Padre)

J

stole the emerald bell, and do
you think ha would be justified
In doing so? Or does the jewel
really belong to the Carranza
gang?
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Became Angry Upon Little Provocation.

band's neck and at the sanio time took
a stack of chips be hud upon the
table.
He testified that Schimmel became
furious at the action of his wife and
that she tried to quiet him and said
that he ought to allow her to remain
in the game. Altman testified that
Schlmmel struck his wifo during tho
argument.
WOMAN

IS

DOG

CATCHER

Official Position in New Jerse)
Town and Will Serve Without Pay.

Takes

Freehold, N. J. Mrs. William 8
Ilolmi H, daughter of the late William
M. Ivlns, who was candidate for mayor
of New York, has accepted the olllce
of the town. rhe will
of
serve without pay. She explains that
sho has taken care of many homeless
dogs, and took the official position to
avoid any complications. Mrs. Joseph
S. Yard and Mrs. William van Dorn,
representing the Woman's club, are
committee
members of the shade-trerecently organized to beautify the
town.
r

e

Girl Born Blind Can See.
Born blind. Ida
Lehleuton. Pa.
Friend now can see. She has passed
year. Restoration
her twenty-seventcame by an operation performed at the
Wills Eye hospital, Philadelphia. Mrs.
Kckley B. Coxe, owner of many coal
mines, bearing the expoi.se. Surgeons
say she ultimately will have excellent
vision.
Must Wear Long Skirts.
I'stcrBon, N. J. Shocked by a too
fashionable display of ankles by several telephone girls on the streets, the
head operator baa ordered all local
"hello" girls to wear long skirts.

The Delight
of Children
of New Post
The
Toasties bear a unique attraction for the kiddies
they even like them dry from the package for their
lunches. A box of Toastiea provides "eats" that will
delight the children.
inner-flavo-

self-develop-

New Post Toasties are usually served with cream
and sugar, in which form the flavour is more pronounced and the flakes more delicious. These New
Toasties do not "chaff" or crumble in the package
and they don't mush down in cream both common
defects of

ed

"corn flakes."

Then, too, notice the tiny bubbles on the flakes,
produced by the quick, intense heat of a new patented
process of making which imparts delightful crispnesa
and a substantial body to the flakes.
New

any

old-sty-

le

ir.

I Didn't Think It of Her.
Mother Gladys, you stood on the
porch quite a while with that young
man last night
Gladys Why, mother, I only stood
there for a second.
Mother But I'm sure I beard the
41
third and the fourth.

pack-mules- .

clear

of the
Buffalo mountains.
Southward they could see In the
moonlight tho dim mountains in old
Mexico, standing like silent sentinels,
ltoklng with grim disapproval on tho
scenes of riot and disorder, of murder
and of plllngo thnt were mnklng tho
unhappy land a verltnhle wilderness.
As they reached the level ground, tho
old scrccant rode bark to his young
superior, his band raised to the brim
of his scouting hat.
"Whai is It, sergeant?" asked Kynaaton.
.
"There's a little fire over yonder,
sir."
The gatintleted hand stabbed tho
dark, its linger In the direction of the
fire, and Kynnnton's gaze followed. A
flame Btood out in tho
blackness of the night.
"What's over there? Any houses?
Any Americans live over there?" Major Updyke's query was as quick as a
hot.
Kynaaton paused a moment.
"No, Blr. That fire's on the Mexican Bide of the line. What can It be,

Ygnaclo Torres.
"I have asked for the honor of an
Interview, senor, because I am sure
that the Americans do not desire to
lend themselves to a piece of Injustice. I refer, senor, to the taking of
our stores. The arms, of course, I
understand are to be held until the
cessation of hostilities, as is required
law, but the other
by international
things the money and our personal
belongings -- are not these respected
as in war?"
"What personal belongings do you
mean, sir?"
"I mean, sir, that there was on one
of these
a very valuable
Jewel that we took from the rebels In
light. They had stolen It from the
Bhrine of Our Lady of Olvldados,
down in Trocanto to tho south, and
vicre bringing It north to purchas
arms with. We fought with them
and took the plunder, and I wish now
to enter formal clulm for it."
"Who was the blind priest who
Into camp yesterday
and
claimed it?" BBked Major Updyke.
I know
"A blind priest, senor?
only that a man came and claimed
)
the stone the Dull, I mean.
am told that he came hard into
camp upon the arrival of the pris
oners. 1 know that he claims the
stone as a part of the property of his
shrine down In Yucatan; but, senor,
that is a claim that might well bo
mud e by any man who has seen or
heard of the Jewel. Has he seen it?"
Not Bluce its arrival bore, cer
tainly."
"Con he describe It?"
Major Updyke laughed. "It Is hard
ly to be expected, senor, that a blind
man can so accurately describe such
a thing as to convince anyone. He
has certainly heard someone else de

Smile on wash day. That's when yon nae
Red Cross Bag Blue. Clothes whiter tbaa
snow. All grocers. Adv.

IHOUSANOSRECOKNOTHIS

Post Toasties are a vast improvement over
"corn flakes."

For tomorrow's breakfast

New Post Toasties
Sold by Grocers everywhere.
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Whene'er a noble deed la wrought,
Whene'er ti epuken a nohle thought,
Our hearts In glad urprtae
To higher levels Hue.
Longfellow.

Picture Screen

now
monument
classifies as the
The Washington
WASHINGTON. picture screen In captivity. On it are being projected
open-ai- r
"movies" that are free to tbe public and that are strictly official in
character, being produced under the
auspices of the bureau of commercial
nePuL will
economic. The pictures were taken
for the government In the various
national park with the idea of showing the people of the country the
beauty spots of America, and also
for the purpose of doing a bit of real
InOKUMftT j
university extension work.
g
I 'J
a
1 41
The Idea of the pictures ia purely
mime sattiijl
educational and the films shown are
of a character that does not compete
In any way with the regular motion
picture exhibitors' business. The officers In charge of the affair have been
very careful about this, for the reason that they do not wish in any way to
offend the exhibitors, many of whom have large investments In apparatus, etc.,
at stake which might be jeopardized by the establishment of free motion
picture shows In the public parks.
The fact that the work that is being carried on by the bureau In the showing of this film Is of an educational character solely is being carefully
emphasized. In addition to the rcela of film showing the national parks there
The first
railroad paKsenger car ever built In the United Is also a reel showing the growth of golden rod from the seed to the flower.
States and for that reason in the world la still running, and on Its origThe aeries will be given during tho summer not only In this city, but in
inal wheels, This car, owned by Leo Blondin, a traveling showman, waa most of the large cities, and many of the smaller town throughout the couninterned for the winter at Oklahoma City, Okla.
try. For the purpose of carrying on tbia work the bureau secured a big motor
Ulondln's history of the car In that It was built by Lacone Car company truck which is equipped with a projecting apparatus, screen and all the neces
private sary paraphernalia for showing pictures.
of New Hampshire in 1879, as a "dust-proocar. The car la a sectional steel cylinder 110 feet long, with 1 1 dormer winrailroad officials,
dows on either side. This car la known to many
Camera Dodger in Congress
Is
ad it has been hauled over the principul lines of the t'nited State for the Finley
last 35 years. It was exhibited at the Chicago World's fair, after which it
passed Into the hands of a company that acquired the wreckage that
EDWARD FINLEY, the representative of the Fifth 8nuth Carolina
remained after the closing of the fair. A fire in the plant of the l.acona DAVID
congress. He
I
tho greatest camera dodger In the
company, according to Hlondln, destroyed the records of the car's where- admits that he live in "mortal dread" of having hi picture taken either out
abouts and the car remained In Chicago until purchased from the wrecking of doors or within the confine of a
company by a showman, K. F. Reed, owner of a traveling repertoire photographer's studio.
company.
His colleague cannot understand
Hlondln bought the car from Reed about nine years ago. Once a year just why Mr. Finley has such a discoast
circuit.
company
Pacific
on
the
the car has carried Blondin and his
like to having his picture taken, for
"The car rides comfortably on the main lines," suys Hlondln, "but
they point out that "he isn't such a
considerably
when the
of her shapo and length she rolls and bounces
fellow," but they respect
engineer begins hitting up speed on the Jerkwater brunches."
Whenever a auspicious-lookinwishes.
his
Railroad olllcials who know the car say that Its first olllclul occupant
kodak fiend appears on the
wus President Gurlleld. and that subsequently It was used as his funeral car. capltol grounds and they are In the
In Its prime tho car was a gorgeous affair, a fact attested by Its faded company of the South Carolina repsplendor. It contained three stute rooiSs, a kitchen, a buffet and at the resentative these colleagues of Mr.
farther end an observation purlor so small that It Beems toyliko. The walla Finley form a hollow square and, with
ere of leather doeply padded, much of this original finishing being still the bashful representative In the center, escort hlra to a place of safety. The
In place.
other day, while Representative Uarnhart of Indiana, chairman of the commitOne of the staterooms was In cerlBe tapestry. Roynl blue was the tee on printing, was struggling to have his revised printing bill adopted by
color scheme in another stateroom. Tho old brass kerosene lampa are still the house, Representative Edwards of Georgia offered an amendment providing
several
in place. The middle casings of the windows are solid braBS. worth
that a picture of each member of congress shall accompany each biographical
thousand dollars. Kansas City Star.
sketch in the Congressional Directory. It was then that Representative Finley
rose to his full height.
"The motive of the gentleman in offering his amendment Is to have the
engineer and manager of the railway
photographa so that a person looking at the
was askeu his opinion upon the sun Congressional Directory contain
of the house?" he asked.
ject. Ill reply was: "(ientlomen, II photographs would be able to recognize a member
"Yes," answered Mr. Edwards, "largely for the purpose of Identification."
you will allow me to construct an
"Then," drawled Mr. Finley, "the gentleman would discriminate against
engine in my own way I will engage
Eighteen or twenty years ago I thought I waa good enough looking to have
me.
FATHanimal
cheaper
NOT
than
work
It
shall
8TEPHEN80N
GEORGE
taken. Since then I have not had one taken and never expect
photograph
a
power."
ER OF LOCOMOTIVE.
I should have to stand on my photograph of twenty years
another.
have
to
alternaAfter due deliberation this
tive waa adopted, as a last locomo- ago."
I think the gentleman Is better looking now than he was twenty
:Sfit for Building First successtui tive experiment. The engine "Royal year "Well,
ago, and I am tiot saying that with any reflection on his appearand
result, built at New
wus
George"
the
a tbe houso tittered.
Railroad Engine Produced in
Shlldon by Timothy Hackworth. and twenty years ago," said Mr. Edwards
1827, Given to Timothy
tried September, 1827.
Hackworth.
work (1S28)
Tho first clear year
Army Is Adopted
Rolling Kitchen for
she conveyed 22,42? tons over twenty New
The world has been Imposed upon miles at a cost of 2,:t:i0, whereas a
by Samuel Smiles in his popular writmuch experiment and many tests of rolling kitchens from both
corresponding amount of work d ne
ing series, lie wrote a "Mfe of tioorge by horses cost $4,990. thus showing a AFTER
and foreign sources, the military authorities believe that they
Slephi'iiHon." which Is a dlHgrace, be saving of $2,tii!ii in favor of this loco- now have found a satisfactory type of rolling kitchen of American design. The
principal objection to most of the
cause dealing wlih such an important motive over the animal power, which
types teBled was that they added to
historical mutter us the development before the advent of the locomotive
the amount of transportation that
of llio locomotive engine he claimed "Royal George" were doing the haulTHIS IS
by mere popular ing cheaper than the other locomohad to he maintained for an army In
for Stephenson,
'REAL
the field and that they did not prowriting, und ugaliiHt historical fuels, tives.
duce satisfactory results In the way
u position In I lie development of the
When this result was put before
KITCHEN
of hot food for men on the march
"All we
locomotive he did not hold.
the board they exclaimed:
WbV.
l
r and on the firing line.
There in not one Invention in tho want la a sufficient number of TimThe lutest typo Is believed to
locomotives." Tho stock com
locomotive handed down by (ieorge othy
solve the problem, and 25 of them
.Stephenson. The only Invention Unit menced to rise, and from the low po"ftit
u
have been ordered. Each of them Is
per share It rose to $lr.0() per
him his name iitlailied to it Is tho of
mounted on two wheels, and It can be
link motion, und that wus the Inven- share by the year I SMI. This llnully
drawn by two mules. Two of them
tion of an apprentice In the Stephen-- und forever settled the expediency of
invention Robert locnmotlvo and rullway system. Sum-uu- l are capable of furnishing hot stew and coffee for one battalion. The first of
ii works, which
tho kitchens was tried out at El Paso, Tex., and the reports of It were favorHolmes in New York Times.
.Stephenson & Co. purchased.
able.
The latest work on this great subContracts have been made by the war department with a Rnston company
Railroad Mileage.
ject, which should be In every library,
World
for 10,000 of tho new army emergency rations, with a view to ascertaining to
is Hie "Kvolutlon of the Steam LocoThe lutest reported mileage of whnt extent It will be posBiblo to
obtain the ration In the open market and ao
motive, m:t o IMS." by U. A. Bekon. (ireut Hrltoin la 2W50; of Kvunce,
editor or The Kuilway Miigu.lno. It Is aO.fiSG; of Germany. :l7,!if.; of Russln, avoid the necessity of accumulating a large supply to be held In storage In
anticipation of a sudden demand for its Issue.
,
27.571).
there distinctly nhown thut the credit 37.00S; of
The new ration Is in the form of cracker, and it Is composed of flour and
.f being numed the "Kuther of the Total mileage of the I'nlted States,
f
as much dried milk and a little
.
lean beef In equal quantities, with
Alabama.
Locomotive" belongs to Timothy
252,230. and by states:
Invert sugar intended as a binder for the purpose of rendering tho cracker less
6,3:15;
Arkansas,
i.27:t;
Arizona.
likely to crumble, in addition to which the invert sugar has restorative quail
Timothy Hackworth was associated California, 8.3fiK; Colorado, 5.7:19; Conties
that will add to tho value of tbe ration as a sustaining provision.
to
3:!4;
1SI1
District
with William Hedley from
necticut. 999; Hcluwure,
5,119;
Florldu,
36;
IS14.
Mr. Duckworth was foreman of Columbiu,
over tho mechanical department of Georgia. 7,4:12; Idaho, 2,748; Illinois,
"Embalmed in
Representative
U'ylom colliery, and Mr. Hedley was 12,139; Indiana, 7,470; Iowa. 9,994;
They worked out the Kansas, 9,256; Kentucky. 3.780;
coal viewer.
harbors injected thcmselvea into the agricultural bill debate in
6,720; Maine, 2,270; Maryland.
traction ability of smooth rails and
RIVERS and when
Congressman "Humpy" Moore of Pennsylvania undertook
They also I.429; Massachuactt. 2,130; Michigan,
bluooth wheels together.
built two locomotive engines during 8,933; Minnesota. 9,0.19; Mississippi, to have provision made for connecting good roads with railroad and waterway
terminals.
For several weeks there
this period known as "Wylem Dllly" 4,441; Missouri. 8.224; Montana,
Nebraska. 6,170; Nevada. 2,418; had been a running fire between ( VRrBOOV A10ej)
and "ruffing Hilly." The popular name
.
for there engines In the colliery dis- New Hampshire. 1.255, New Jersey Moore, and some of the middle West ) to nsrfN reoM we
trict, where all tho parties were 2,312; New Mexico. 3.024; New York. representatives on tho
8,530; North Carolina, 5,418; North Issue.
known, was "Timothy". Dlllys."
Representative Sloan of NebrasStephenson used to visit Wylem col- Dakota, 6.160; Ohio. 9.147; Oklahoma,
liery on Sunday from Killingworth 6,397; Oregon. 2,912; Pennsylvania, ka, who suggested a Una of thought
for gargling
colliery and make sketches of these II, 634; Rhode Island. 205; South Car- about "appropriations
He built a similar engine, olina. 3,686; South Dakota. 4,238; Ten- the mouth of the Dolaware." was disengines.
cussing the mud In the country roads.
which was callod "My !ord." In 18U nessee. 4.105; Toxas. 15,7.18; 1'tuh.
Vermont, 1.073; Virginia, 4,611; Moore inquired why appropriations
at Killingworth colliery. All this,
to dig mud out of the rivers was not
however, is fur from the point. These Washington. 5.240: West Virginia,
as essential as appropriating money
Wisconsin, 7,611; Wyoming,
engines were only stepping stones.
to dig mud out of the rondo. Sloan retorted that the trouulo waa the rivers
Tiey wen not successful as loconio- and harbor advocate wanted to put water in the rivers. Some further
tadlnage led to Moore taking the floor for the purpose of "embalming hi
New Use for Absinthe.
The real success of tho locomotive
Stocks or absinthe now are being l.'obraska friend In verse." Here is the result:
was worked out cn the Stockton ft
Darlington Railway, the first public converted Into an ingredient for explo"When my colleague from Nebraska takes the center of tbe stage
distillery at
railway In the world, which was sives at a
Everybody stops to llsen, from the speaker to the page;
opened for traffic on September 27, rontolae. France, which haa been supFor they know 'there's something doing' and they want to see th tun,
plying clear alcohol extracted from
1826.
A my colleague from Nebraska puts the river on the run.
explosive
government
to
to
beetroots
went
the
Timothy Hackworth
in the manu8tockton k Darlington railway a en- factories, where it Is used
"Oh, my colleague from Nebraska talks about the river 'pork.'
Unable to supgineer and general manager In June, facture of guncotton. managers
You can see Iowa titter consternation in New York!
of the
the railway ply the demand, the
1826.
The locomotive
What a joke to spend our money on those sluggish little creeks.
of buying
started with proved unsuccessful. The distillery conceived the ideu
When the dear old cows In Kansas cannot sleep for cattle ticks!
forbidden bevhorse hauling the coal car were do- up the stock of tbe
In the
sealed
been
had
erage
which
cheaptransportation
of
ing the work
"Gargle river with our money! Make a roadway tor a ship!
The
er ;han the locomotive. The dlrec-tor- e warohousoa of manufacturers.
When our hog are down with asthma and our pullet have the pip
un
alcohol
into
transformed
liquor
la
locomodecided to abandon the
'
Never,' quoth Nebraska's hero; 'Never,' echoes down the line.
govern
of
four
supervision
deder
the
tive. However, before taking the
while appropriations may be had to help our wlaa"
Never,'
Inspector.
cisive rtep, Timothy Hackworth, the ment
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No bother to
get lummer
meal with'
these on hand

PUDDINGS.

Roll a cupful of water and pour
Into It six tableapoonfuls of corn
starch, mixed with a
cupful of fruit juice;
cook until clear, add
((
1
"Kar to taste and fold
yj2
In the beaten whites of
three eggs; cook two or
tnree minutes to set tne
eggs, then add a pinch
of salt and pour into a
wet mold to cool. Serve
with a custard sauce
made of the yolks of the eggs. Serve
cold.
Prune Whip. Stew a hair a pound
of prunes until soft, then set aside
to cool after draining off the liquor.
When perfectly cold chop very flno.
Heat the whites of six eggs to a
close firm meringue, add aix
of sugar and add the prunes.
Hake half an hour In a deep buttered
dish, covered for 20 minutes ao that
the souffle has risen to Its full height.
Send to the table Immediately with
a Bauce made of a cupful of whipped
cream, sweetened and flavored,
Rhubarb PuJding
Roll out a thin
piecrust and heap on a cupful or two
of chopped rhubarb and a half cupful
of raisins. Roll up and place In a deep
dish. Add a cupful of brown sugar,
two tableapoonfuls of butter and a
cupful of boiling water. Place In the
oven and bake an hour. There will be
sauce enough to serve with the pudding of the juice and sugar.
Date Pudding. Take a third of a
cupful of softened butter, add a half
cupful of sugar, one egg beaten, a
cupful of milk, two and a half
s
of graham flour, three teuspoon-fu- l
of baking powder, a little suit and
a cupful of dates, cut fine. Steam two
hours in n covered mold. A tube
mold Is better.
Caramel Rice Pudding. Wash a
cupful of rice and cook it In salted
water (one cupful) until It ia absorbed. Add a quart of hot milk and
cook until the rice la soft; then add
s
eggs. Melt
two
of a cupful of sugar until a
light brown; cover the bottom and
Bides of a pudding dish with this caramel. Turn In the rice and cook in hot
water for half an hour. Turn upside
down on n serving dish and let stand
ten minutes, and it will slip out easily.
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three-fourth-

Character must eland behind and berk
up everything -- Hie urniuii, the pueni.
the pleiure. the play. None of I hem la
worth a maw without it. J. O. Holland.

DEFIANCE STARCH
constantly growing in favor because it

Does Not

Stick to the Iron

ind it will aot injurs the fineit fabric. For
laundry purposes it has no equal. 16 ex.
Mckigelbc. H more starch for same money.
DEFIANCE STARCH CO Omaha, Nebraska
THE HIGH QUALITY

StWINI MACHM!

NEffQME
ANY OTHER
RAMI
for h hnuklft "Points to be considered bfor
purchasing a Sewing Machine." Learn the lav.ts,
NOT SOLD UNDER

Write

8EWINQ MACHINEC0.i0rlANGE.MA8

THE NEW HOME

3.

AUTOMOBILES
Ne Rill toe Steep, No Send too nee
Model
.UHlel MS. .!- - Mxlel
leclorr. All parte eurlcd In IXnrer
MOTOR CO.
N
THE
1 164 llpiMdwer,
TnDvr, Cnlnredo. .
LIVIt AUBNia WANTKU

Motorcycle Bargain
Ded and rebuilt raotorrTelee.
We ' mntt Mill. Onarenteedi
hipped anblert tn tniuect'on.
Ullrilfrareiit marhlnei.Aend foe
lint and raulor or the Hie X.
niHliDAunCrourfi., MthAHdwr., Denvaff
Western blttrlbalors ef Ktceltler Aeloc elee
H

Had

the Price.

team
Bill Mct'abe's Poughkeepsle
tvas playing the Kingston team one
lay years ago, in the Atlantic league,
ind a guy named Kngarty waa umpire.
In

the ninth Inning, with the score

tied, two of McCabe'a men played out.
tnd as Bill had only one man extra,
ao had to rush tbe bleacher seat to
and a man to All in. lie drew a big
tllck, who laid he couldn't play, but for
tbe fun could All In. There were two

iut at the lime and the fans were

DIFFERENT SAUCES.
The art of making and serving an
Appropriate sauce in one which should
be cultivated as many
plain dishes may be
made most appetizing by
a fitting sauce.
Drawn Butter Sauce.
Cook together a
of butter and a
tablespoonful of flour until brown and dry. Add
a cupful of boiling water, cook two
minutes, stirring well; add Bait and
pepper to taste. Using milk and adding It before the flour Is brown makes
a white sauce. With half cream and
bulf white stock flavored with
and a dusb of lemon juice it
becomes llechamel; cut out hulf the
flour and add the yolks of three eggs,
lemon juice, onion and another
of butter for a Hollaniluiae;
double the proportion of flour and it
furnishes a thick sauce for delicate
croquettes.
Brown Sauce. Cook a half a table
spoonful of Hour In a tablespoonful
of butter until well browned; add a
tablespoonful of chopped onion with
other vegetables if liked; cover and
simmer mil II soft. Add one cupful of
water or stock, a halt teaspoouful of
suit, six peppercorns, a half a bay leaf
and simmer gently ten minutes. Strain
and serve.
Oyster Sauce. Parboil and drain a
halt pint of oysters. Add cream to
the liquor to make one cupful, prepare
aa white sauce adding the oyatera at
the last.
Lobster sauce Is prepared the same
way, using stock instead of cream and
mincing the lobster before adding it
to the sauce.
Bread 8auce. Crumble fine stale
bread crumba in a saucepan with a
half cupful of cold milk and six
cracked peppercorns. Iet simmer five
minutes, then add a halt cupful of
cream, a teaspoonful of ealt, but do
not stir; simmer until all la absorbed.
This Is excellent to serve with roast
birds.
table-spoonf-

mush-room-

ftottr $.

Libby, McNeill & Libby, Chicago

cup-ful-

well-beate-

Vienna Style!
Sausage and
potted Meat

Jutt open and serve
Excellent (or tandwichea)
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table-spoonf-

Our hero, the hick, came to bat. He
irew three balls and the next on
icross be pickled over tbe left Held
fence for a homer. Instead of running,
Jie fathead stood there while the
;rowd howled Itself mad. McCabe ran
out to him and yelled, "Run, you boob,
run!"
The hick turned and faced Bill and
"No, air, I
In a slow voire drawled:
won't run. I'm no coward. I'll admit
lost your ball, but I got the money
right here In my pocket to pay tor It."
1

8imilar Brand.
The fair muid waa toying with tbe
ipw onKiigprnent ring.
"Did I understand you to say that
four first wife's name waa Katharine
sume as mine?" she queried.
"Yes, durling." replied the widower.
"And," continued the fair one, "I
iuiioso you loved her very dearly?"
did," answered the party
"Indeed
"That I why 1
of the bereaved part.
am anxious to serure a
1

dupll-Kate.-

"

A Man's

Worth
depends upon hi power to
produce what the world
recognizes as of value.
And when you skirmish
around you'll find that this
power which is just power
of mind and body depends
to a remarkable degree on
the food one eats.

For highest accomplish'
ment one must have the best
values in food food which
bodies
builds
and brains.
well-balance-

d

Grape-Nut- s
FOOD

Turks Care Little for Stag.
At Kadi Keul, the ancient ( halce-dola situated the one and only
Turkish theater in or near Constantinople, a rickety, wooden construction capable of accommodating, however, a large number of onlookers.
Performances are witnessed only by
men, are given three time a week,
ind take place in broad daylight.
Mr. Pester I Unkind.
"Doe your niece sing?" "That ia
what ibe calls it." replied old P. O.
Pester. "I don't know why." Judge.

has that kind of value. It
contains all the nutriment of
whole wheat and barley, including the important mineral
elements so often lacking in
the usual dietary.
Grape-Nut- s
comes ready
to eat. is easy to digest,
nourishing, economical, wonderfully delicious a help in
building men of worth.

"There's a Reason"
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MEN'S SUITS Unprecedented

BEGINS JULY 6,

Note the very special re
ductions we are making
on these new style, high
grade suits. Two weeks
only.

BIG

Values in

Underwear

values for
$19 50
17 95
values for
values for
16 75
18 00
values for
13.75
11.75
values for
15.00
values for
12.50
10.00
(Blue Serges Not Included)

$25.00
22.50
20.00

Boys' Suits
Some extra gocd values in Boys'

For Men and Boys
B. V. D. and Porosknit Union
Suits for Men
89c
values for
$1.00
ATHLETIC STYLE UNIONS
$1.00 and $1.25 values now 75c
KNIT UNION SUITS
Long legs, long or short sleeves.
values for
$1.25
$1.00
TWO - PIECE SUITS for MEN
Good quality knit goods, white
or Egyptian

Suits, made of serviceable mate50c
garments now
43c
rial and in good style.
garments now
25c
values for
$4 80 35c
$6.00
values for
4 40 COYS' POROS KNIT SUITS
5.50
values for
5.00
4.00
Short sleeve, knee length
One lot ranging from $3.50 lo 50c
values now
43c
$4 50 for
$1.95
N'i Blue Serges Included.

CLEAN-UP-

!

of Ladies'
Goods, Men's and Boys,
and Furnishing Goods. Never before
have we been able to offer such won
derful values at such remarkably low
prices as we are doing in this
OF BARGAINS

-

Prices Yards and Yard

-O-

Exquisit? White

Panama, Straw
and Fibre Hats
i.;

SHIRTS

l

Caps

m

i

c

Oxfords for Men

Ladies' Low Shoes

Four-in-han-

d

--

Vanity and Celeste Voilet

Children's Slippers

and Pumps in Patent, Gunmetal
fine even thread weave, with
$3 50
values for
$2.85
dainty floral and stripe patterns 3.00
values for
2.35
blue,
pink,
lavender, and tan 2.50, 2.85
of
values for
2.15
'
values at
2Pc, 35c
23c 2.00
values for
1.65
-- 2Fc
values at
19c 1.75
values for
1.35
values at
'Sbc
15c 1.50
values for
1.25
1.25
values for
1.00

Of

I TWO WEEKS
Wn,W.,l Vol HOC
1

1

BEAUTIFUL SUMMER PARASOLS

$5.00 Parasols Solid Green Silk A Beauty, now
$3.49
3 00 and 3.50 values. -- Variety of colors,
Sale price 2.45
2.95 values-on- ly
three left-sp- ort
stripe. Sale price 1.95
2 00 and 2 50 values, good styles
Sale price 1.69
1.50 values
good styles
Sale price 1.19
1.00 and 1.25 values, good styles
Sale price .98
55c and 85c values at
59c
35c values Sale price
29c

"

--

mi

r
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SPRING SUITS
Onlv four of these Classv Snrinor
Suits Built of best quality sum-- S

at a price so rediculously
low. These are the newest styles and fabrics.

mer weight materials, values to
at HALF PRICE

$25.00, offered

"

ONE LOT
ONE LOT
of 100 Blouses that have been of Eleven Suits, in Serges, Silks
selling for $1.00, 1.25. and 1.50 etc.. values to $25.00, going at

$4.98

SPRING COATS

Good Quality WaisU

of Voile Organdy, etc., white A very few of these garments
left, but we are offering them at
and color eombina:ionsj
HALE PRICE
valued for
$2.50
$1.85

SILK DRESSES

Chiffon Blouses

1'lut embody all that is new and Each one delightful
surprise
a
fashionable, though not extreme an
expression or the newest
$5.00. 5.50 values for
$4.35 ideas in
fashion.
3.75. 4 00 values for
2.05
$25 00
values for

$19.75

Corset Covers

22 50
20 00

Crepe de Chine in flesh & vhite
$1.50
values for
$1.25
Daintily trimmed Nainsook ones
85c
values for
00c
3oc
29c
values for

18.00
15 00
13 75
G 95
4 75

Crepe de Chine Teddy Bears

values
values
values
values
values
values
values

for
for
for
for

1GG5

14.75
12.75
10.75
8 75
5.45
3 65

for
for

for

SPORT GARMENTS

$2.25 The insistent styles of Ihe hour.
1 85 Atti active Suits, and Beautiful
1.25 Dresi-eat demoralizingly low

values for
values for
values for

$3 00
2.50
1.40

s

figures.

feat-Sil- k

i

PRICES

for LADIES and MISSES

89c Each.

These garments are all pood
Regular 15c values
quality and of extra good pat- Pair
11c
terns.
$f..0'j
values for
$5 00
x4 25
values for
5.00
u
values for
3 75 $G 50
4.50
$5.85
values for
4,!)0
3 25 G.00
valurs for
5 50
values for
values for
3.50
2.90 5.00
4.50
values for
values for
3.00
2.35 4 50
4 00
values for
values for
2.50
2 10 4. 00
3.35 Mid-Summ- sr
values for
values for
2.00
1.05
-- NOBBY STYLE- 3NO- F$3
50
values for
$2.35 Mid-Summ- er
Boy's Pants
2 50
2.00
values for
A complete line of these gart.. i
for
2
1.50 if you would see 19).6's Silks nt; GOODS. -- You will
00
values
ments, ranging in size from G to
very
w
our
best,
their
then
to
appreciate
visit
able
hat
a
1.20
1.50
values for
IS years.
section and learn of thp lire this is bv r auinir of it.
$2.5C
values for
$2 00
unusual bargains. A few pieces
Some espeeimly good patterns
values for
2 t0
1.00
of extarordinary beauty.
with wovrii stripes and figures
1.75
values lor
1.10
t'1.50
values for
$1.15 15c
Values at
0c
1.50
values for
1.20!
20c
17c
Organdies
at
Navy
1.25
at
.08
Taffeta
1.25
values for
U 'iii h i. lui li at
15c
,y$5 00 and 6 00 Panamas at $3.75
l.nO
i''"
Extra Special Lot
values for
anu
ac
a.ou
z.iiu
straws
Clcth
Lace
values
for
Figured, Striped and Checked
.5
2 00
Straws at 1.35; Silks
27c
Value n.e.v
in pleasing pu terns, val- oOC
1,1:5 and 1.50 Straws
at 1.00 ues to $1.50. Sale price
10;
V.'illUS now
39c 25c
I 25
Fibres
at .99:
17c
20c
values ho.V
Included in this lot, are Silks,
.75 Straws for Children
.40
Wash
Silks
I'onjrees, Poplins, Madras, etc.,! .05 Silk Hats
.4:! designs
Pique
In
so suitable for lIK.us
in the snsmi's Lest patterns,
.35 Mexican Hats
.25
27c
now
valuts
j".r
es, Shirts, etc.
plain and stripes, soft and stilF
.25 Mexican Mats
.19' r.a..
(....
9o.. 9'
19.?
values no.v
vuiiia
cuUV a'tached or detached col- m
, r..
....
iiv. 152
now
11c
valuts
lars.
Dimities
values for
W.00
$2.45
riii Mixture Crepes
oilK
19c
25c
values for
$1 20
values now
values for
1.95: $1.50
Exquisite shades of pink, flesh, 15c
13c
1.5(1 1.25
values for
values now
values for
.08
green, b ue, also white
12
11c
1.75
values for
values for
values now
.75
1.35 l.oo
48c
39 J 10c
values at
now
75
1.50
8c
values
values for
.
values
for
1.25
.10
.:;;
1.25
values for
.50
values for
.98
Kimona Crepes
values for
Galatea
.89
Flowered Crepes in
Beautiful
.:;:)
valuts for
10c
20c
now
values
both light and dark patterns.
15c
now
13
values
21c
25c
values at
Children's Tub Suits
$0 00
values for
$4.85
20c
17c
values
at
Nifty, Serviceable Suits for the 5.00. 5.50 values for
3.85
Striped Shirting
mall boys, made in nobby styles 4 50
values for
3 05
Extra quality materials
Figured
Crepes
4 00
3 25
and of high class materials.
values for
19c
values now
For Blouses or Dresses. Only a 25c
values for
values for
?2 00
$1 GO 3 00
2.75
15c
20c
values now
of these patterns
few
1.75
2 30
1 49
3.00
values for
values for
20c
values at
11c
1.50
values for
values for
2.00
1.19 2 50
Cotton Poplins
T.OI)
values for
.89
19c
25c
Dainty
values now
Figured Lawns
.75
values for
.59
A collection of desirable effects
.50
values for
.43
for dresses for all occaCounterpanes
That embody the latest ideas in suitabh
sions
These articles are of extra good
Ties for Men and Boys
Summer footwear.
Patent 35c
values
19c
at
quality, in pleasing patterns
Glazed Kid' Dull Kid. Canvas.
All Silk
Ties, val
20c, 25c
values
at
15c
$4.00
values for
$3.10
Sport. White, Black and White.
:jes to t5c at
12
15c values at
9c 3.50
4c
values for
2.85
values for
$3.75
Silk Bowp. in the season's best $4.50
2 39
3.00
values for
4 00
3 15
values for
Separate Collars
patterns
2 50
1.89
values for
3.40
2. 05 85c, 1.25
values
for
values
for
79c
.98
1.25
for
values
Ms
values for
43c
3.00
values for
2 35 50c. G5c, 75c " for
46c 1.00
25c
.76
values for
values for
19c
2.50
values for
2.00 25c, 35c
values for
20c
.59
.75
values for
WASH TIES
2.00
values for
1.G5
tfc
values for
19c
IOC
15c
values for
11c

Silks

READY-TO-WEA-

to be offered during this sale for

!

that must go to make room for the gigantic fall and winter stock that will

Stetson Hats

on

It seems almost impossiShoes, Piece- - ble that we can sell such
Clothing, Hats perfectly beautiful blouses

Ready-to-wea- r,

WHIRLWIND

SPECIAL

Extraordinaire!

soon arrive. Everything must go as
advertised. We are offering no prizes
or special inducements other than the
extraordinary values, a few of which
we are telling you about here.

ONE SPECIAL LOT
MEN'S HOSE

Men's Pants

ENDING JULY 22 Blouse Sale

Silk Petticoats
values lor
values lor

$5.00
3 75

Sport Suits now $2 85
lo $0 75 now 4 35
3.15
WHITE VOILE DRESSES
and I)re. model
$5 95
$4 35
values for
$3.75

$: 05

Dresst--

Sp-.r-

Semi-Spor-

Sateen Petticoats
Value

s

to 1.75 fur

$1

Muslin Underskirts
$2.00
1.00

values lor
values for

!poi

$13;
.89

n'. OO

1.25

1.00

values
values
values
values

for
for
for
for

gai merits for
garments for

2.25
1.25
,9S
PALM BEACH SUITS
.70 Only two of
these good looking

"Keul Kloth" Suits
just the
thing for Hiunmer wear. Values
$6. 75.
sale priee $5.95

09c

20c

CHAMBRAY DRESSES

Gowns
$2.50
2.00
1.50
1 00

garments
garments
garments
garments

for
for
for
for

models now
models now
models now
models now
models now
models now

Children's Unions
50c
25c

values for
Underwaists for

unusual display of chic,
charming,
and yet practical
wearing apparel for the houseAn

$1.85
1.4S
1.21

.89

Gossard Corsets
$5.00
3.50
4.00
2 50
2.00
1.50

$2 15
1.50
1.25
.98

values lor
values for
values for

$1 45

Pants
85c
35c

I

beu'.ii ami stripes.
values for

2. 0
1.5(1

Princess Slips
$2.00
1.50

TUB SKIRTS
ts an plain models, white,

$4.50
3.00

wife. Extra good models, suitable for street wear.
$3,50
values for
$2.65

Other Classy Styles
values for
$1.35
1.5 J
values for
1.19
1.25
values for
.98

51 75

2.G0

2.10
1.65
1,29

BUNGALOW APRONS
made of

good Ginghams, cut full and
42c long.
Nicely trimmed.
19c 50c
and 65c
values at 43c

Children's Dresses
garments now
$1.50
garments now
1.25
85c, 1.00 garments now

Aprons,

Semi-Fitte- d

EXTRA GOOD VALUES IN

- BATH

$1.19
.98

ROBES

.74

SILK KIMONAS

Middies

That are visions of beauty, built
$1.25
values for
98c
in attractive styles Japanese
1.00
values for
89c
Empire models.
and
Unusual
.75
values for
59c
values.
50c and 65c values for
49c
$8.75
values for
$6.95
6.75
values for
Silk Gloves
5.65
5.75
values for
4.95
Except black and white.
4.75
values for
3.95
$1.00, 1.25 and 1.50 values
94c
00
4
values
for
3.25
1.50
values for
1.19
65c, 75c, and 85c values for 49c

DO NOT FORGET THE DATE OF THIS GREAT SALE !
BEGINNING THURSDAY JULY 6, and ENDING JULY 22
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